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Where there’s one good thing,
there’s bound to be two. HSU
shares its namesake witha
sister university in Berlin and the
doors of education have just
opened between the two.
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One Card, don’t leave campus without it
Oy Mien Werlenen

Robert Klose, supervisor of the campus

brary access services, is HSU's liaison with

the CSU Task Force.
“The bottom line is to improve the quality of student services and academic experi-

ID office, said the student ID card currently

used at HSU already has several functions.
“Students
living on campus use it for dining, locks in the resident
the bookstore

Soon, it could become possible for you to
use your student ID card for more than
getting discounts on entertainment tickets
or the occasional library book.

Two additional services initially added to

and the library,” he said.
He said students not living on campus
can

A One-Card Project Task Force, involv-

the HSU ID card would be a long distance
calling service and banking services.
Perryman said that with the campuses
combined, their collective buying power
with the long distance and banking services
is substantially
increased.

deposit money into an accountand use their
ID card for food and beverage purchases on

ing 14 pilot campuses in the California State
University system, is looking into the possi-

campus also, and to buy items in the book-

pes | of expanding the use of student ID

store.
Wayne Perryman, chairperson for the li-

CARD
ONE
THE
FOR
USES
Seven application groups define
useful
at
are
One Card th

ence,” he said.

moe

“With over 400,000 possible consumers,

that’s a lot of leverage,” he said.
Several of the major long distance services are already vying for the contract, as
well as some of California’s major banks.
Perryman said that the committee is looking into ways that each campus can indi-

tk

3 to hel

make critical implementation at time
Point of
Gaaking sapvices
e Dining
D
: Gesve
e

Booxstore

© Other
e Library

If only one of the major banks is contracted, then anyone wishing

hence

to use the ID

card for banking services wil have to have
an account with that bank.
One financial corporation has offered its
services as a middleman so that card holders

Checking Accounts
¢ Funds transfer

retail

As

vidualize its needs.

Services

can use the bank of their choice.

But all of this comes at a price.
“Initially
the costs will out weigh the revenue,” he said. “It will take a while before
STaTeR

Mera

they level out.”
He said each campus would have to establish a business office with a supervisor and

ean

=

staff to issue and handle the new

Also, existing contracts will have to be

allowed to expire and/or be de-committed,
where necessary.
Right now the CBORD company handles
the card transactions for Lumberjack Enter-

prises.

Perryman said that Chico State already
has a one-card system that they're disap-

pointed with and looking to change.

“It (HSU) wouldn’t be as hard as some,”

he said, to establish a one-card system.
Inthis
past year, Perryman
has researched

aone-card system, and has established
a file
full of technical and business information.
Now, Perryman said he is interested in
getting as much input as he can from students on how they feel about a one-card

system.

Atthe Associated Students meeting Monday night where Perryman presented the
One-Card program, students expressed concern of the social and environmental policies of the businesses to be contracted.
It’s important, he said, that he gets more
student input soon.
The Task Force is looking at a deadline of
late October or early November whether to
continue with the project.
Perryman said the best case scenario for
the start of the new system could be as early
as next fall.

Learning en Deutschland

Humboldt universities swap students

Riches!
nl

two schools will engage in a stu- _ist during the early 1800s.
dent exchange in the fields ofhor- __ Hisvisit with PresidentJefferson

>

ate technolappropriure
ult
ticand

d
fad of naming
in 1805 spaa rke

“The German faculty at HSU

County's name and HSU’s moni-

Berlin and Arcata.
At first glance, it would appear

ogy. The exchange isonlyopento
students in those fields.

mountains, towns and counties
‘Humboldt. Hence Humboldt

One isa sprawling metropolisand
capital of Germany; the other isa

are excited about this new exchange opportunity,” said Kay

ker.
In

. it to
to expand
“We hopean
Germ

ty in 1810. After
of Berlin
Universi

the two have nothing in common.

small

Humboldt’s

n, associate professor of

brother Wilhelm helped found the

‘n common — each is include students in other fields,as

© World War Il, conflicts over com-

ity

on

rnia’s

both have
North Coast. However,

one

Germany,

the univermunatism

home to a university
named Humboldt.

ity

led to oe estab-

For years, the universities developed

:
“While we were there, there were

Free
t o
i
University in West

located in
zu Beris lin

about cutbacks in educati. on. So there,

named afte| rthein

trations 2 at Humboldt in Berlin
demons
—
Because
ly.
separate
Humboldt Universitit

East Germany, there
was no aaa betweenthetwoschools
until after the fall ofthe
Berlin Wall.

00, they are very worried about money.
we are here.”
ge ct
= Jiu
F
MARK SHAFFER

umboldt
1949.
Theend ofthe Cold
War also allowed
=—s many East Germansto

German professor

visit the United States

“Wehavealwaysfelt

that we were related

because of the name,” said Mark —_ well as faculty.”

Shaffer, professor of German at
HSU. “But, it was impossible to
make contact in the years before
1989.”
Since the collapse of the Iron
made
have es
Curtain, the universiti

some Germans were traveling

similarity in the two schools’
names. HSU and Humboldt
Universitit can each trace its name
to Alexander von Humboldt, who

tracted to (the name) Humboldt,”

setting up

ose

@@e.

the exchange was the

ec scaeds

M

ee

Fr
i

for the first time.

spark interest in

What helped

en

“It came about that

sc

2B

eo

wo

eo

Beas

through this area and were at-

LaBahn said. “They brought other
Germans to visit and one of those

er and natural
contact. Beginning this year, the wasa famous explor

'

.y
universit
lin
The
Ber
in East Berlin was re-
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Glenda Moreno, Vanessa Emlich and Mark Shaffer in Berlin. Alexander von
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unable to determine who made the call.
© Sept. 18s A dead cat is found on the
steps to the art building. The feline is
—ee
eee

© Sept. 19: No thanks, of-

® Sept. 20: The driver of a black Ford

Bronco is spotted dumping garbage behind
Sunset Hall.

© Sept. 20: Ethan Pace Allen is arrested at

dog is reported being tied to a light pole

subject was last seen on Sept.
18 at the airport departing

ing from the second floor of Griffith Hall
is reported. The odor is determinedto

the library for the theft of a book.
© Sept. 20: A Cypress Hall resident is
reported missing. An officer determines the
Or hae

{

ficer, just brousing—
An anonymous report is

¢ Sept. 21: A subject,
known to be admonished
from the campus,
is seen on
the third floor of Sunset Hall.

filed concerning
a transient

"ei
®
18: A medium-sized dogis
reported running
in and out
of the library. The dog is sent on its way.
© Sept. 18: A diabetic studentistrans-

ported to Mad River Community
Hospital after having an insulin reaction.
© Sept. 18: Near Cypress Hall a white

male adult is observed selling psilocybin mushrooms. UPD is unable
to locate the subject who is described as being
5° 7”, 130 pounds,
black hair, wearing a navy blue sweater, dark tan baggy
pants, a multi-colored
knit hat and no

ing

into vehicles
at the

Pursuit
of the subject ensued

© Sept. 19: Anine-footCB
antenna
is stolen from a vehicle at the Jolly Giant Commons parking lot.

after contact
was made. The

subject is able to avoid detection.

© Sept. 21: Climbers
are
in the trees on B

© Sept. 19: An annoying
phone call is received
at Cypress Hall. The
s) are unknown.

i
19: A subject at Windows Cafe
suffers a three-inch cut to the left palm possibly requiring stitches. First aid is administered and the victim is referred to Mad River

Corner of Sth & F Sts. Eureka

ee

Street in front of Plant Op-

ae
ee
transportedto
hen ty Todi atiiiildiai,

be burnt popcorn in a microwave.
© Sept. 23: A living group advisor

UPD to remove an unwanted
person from the Sunset quad area who
refuses requests to leave.
The subject leaves upon UPD’s reoe
© Sept. 23: Two subjects are contacted and warned
about
‘a
er
23: Two transients are reputedtiioeamviedsaiiatnediaitiner
men’s bathrooms of the forestry build-

of UPD.
© Sept. 21: 10:00 p.m. — a complaintof
loud drums emanating from room 1702C of
Redwood Manor
is filed. Upon contact, a

‘Bee AMERICA'S FAVORITE PZZA

Wednesday

‘Club Castro’ dollar drink
speciais 7-10 pm
$1 drafts all night
Thureday

Hip Hop Night
w/ DJ ONE TON
Pint speciais
start at $1.25

AT OUR NEW LOCATION ON THE NORTH END OF
EUREKA - 1709 5TH STREET
WEDNESDAY NIGHT BUFFET
5:30pm TO 7:30pm
$5.49 STUDENTS WITH HSU CARDS
$5.99 ADULT REGULAR PRICE
$3.99 KIDS 4-12, KIDS UNDER 3 FREE

A

egg

a

ALL YOU CAN EAT
PIZZA, PASTA, SALAD, BREADSTICKS, AND DESSERT PIZZA
DINE
IN ONLY
EUREKA STH STREET AND FORTUNA LOCATIONS ONLY
FOR HOT, FRESH CARRYOUT AND DELIVERY
(Limited Delivery area in Eureka and Fortuna)
170
Sth STREET
9
EUREKA 443-4141

427 W. HARRIS
EUREKA 444-0413

455 N. FORTUNA
BVO
FORTUNA 728-1116

tel
Ae
eb

of their noise and agree to move on.

of the rules and agrees to stop the noise
and extinguish
the candle.
© Sept. 22: A resident is reported to
have throwna beer bottle into the bushes
near Cedar Hall. The situation is reoan
re oe
© Sept. 22: A
malamute-type

19

advised
is filed. Five subjects are contacted,

subject’s room. The resident is advised

gags @

Hall.
The call is

traced to an Redwood Hall. UPD is

© Sept. 19: 10:00 p.m. —a complaint of
“an
bongo drums, coming from the foot bridge,

candle is observed burning in the

smorees

received at

Community Hospital and the Student

eKsoemomeg

_ ©Sept.
17: An annoying phone callis

shoes. The subject was carrying a creamcolored
back pack.
© Sept. 18: UPD calls for an ambulance
to assist an injured skateboarder
who wiped
out on BStreet.
© Sept. 18: A skateboard,
valued at $100
is stolen from Redwood Hall. The board
bears the words “go skate” on the bottom.
Sept. 18: Koby Scott Chavezis arrested
for possession of
in mushrooms.
The subject is booked into Humboldt
CountyJ ail.
© Sept. 18: A bicycle worth $479 is reported stolen from the east
side of the library.

|
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Former UPD protest

organizer appointed
to A.S. committee

ter.

Torres eventually
formed Cam-

wr
.

oe

pus Coalition for Freedom and

testing
of
administration’s ne

Safety, which orga-

ficer in the residence

administration’s

nized a campuswide protest of the

ofof an undercover

|

PLEASURE

A Piercee's Bill of Rights
¢ to be pierced in a scrupulously hygienic, open
environment, by a clean, conscientious piercer wearing
a fresh pair of disposable latex gloves.

policy.

halls last semester.

The first goal of

The use of the un-

° to a sober, friendly, calm, and knowledgeable
piercer, who will guide them through their piercing

the coalition’s
writon.

dercover officerledto
six studentarreats for

experience with confidence and assurance.

committee
should be formed to

prepare the policy

hallucinogenic

Hersitels Torres

LSD.
After talks with different adminas “disistrators he charactertized
appointing,” Torres wrote a columnin The Lumberjack’s
opinion
section outlining
his objections.
Torres
declared
his disfavor with

“Buzz” Webb,

vice-president
of student affairs:
“Only in repressive systems
around the world are secret police
invited to perform surveillanceof

(concerning safety).
The committee
should

contain

equal representa-

tion of inieale and administra-

tion/staff/faculty.”
That committee he called for
now exists.
Webb said the committee
con- .
sists of four students and four mem-

bers of faculty
and staff.
“The first concern is to look at

current policies and make sure
they're clear,” he said. “The sec-

ond is to consider alternatives.”
Torres was unavailable
for com-

CENTER

|

¢ to the piece of mind which comes from
knowing that their piercer knows and practices the very
highest standards of sterilization and hygiene.

° to be pierced with a brand- new, completely
sterilized needle, which is immediately disposed
of in a medical sharps container after use on the

piercee alone.

¢ to be touched only with freshly sterilized,
appropriate implements, properly used and disposed of, or resterilized in an autoclave prior to use
on anyone else.

¢ to know that ear- piercing guns are never
appropriate, and are dangerous, when used on ~~
other than earlobes.
© to be fitted only with jewelry which is appro-

priately sized, safe in material, design, and con-

struction, and which promotes healing. Gold-plated,
for
gold-filled, and sterling silver are never appropriate

any new or unhealed piercing.
¢ to be fully informed-of proper aftercare, and to
have continuing access to their piercer for consultation
and assistance with all their piercing- related questions.
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a Lumberjack interview last semes-

visit our website at: http://www.sexual conppe.coml

~Esmal us!

ae

ment of other students,”
he said in

”

in dealing with a growing drug
on campus.
“Students don’t have the right
to jeopardize
the learning environ-

jac k .humbo LC

Webb said use ofan undercover
officer was the last available option

ig

.
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by Grice Helly

a month 25hours

$20 a month 300 hours
269-2860

Four research team members

from the HSU Nursing Club have
been invited to the Sixth National

michael@wcinet.net

http://www.weinet.net

PEOPLE POWERED RADIO

in
Conference
Nursing
k
- Bloomington, Minn., next wee to
present the results of research they

conducted last spring.
The conference will begin Fri-

World News 11 am

Califomia Capitol Report
6:30pm

91.1

Pacifica
News 6:35 5

SOUTHER >
HUMBOLDT

NORTHERN
HUMBOLDT

88.3

Funding is also being requested from the HSU
nursing department and
hospitals that have contributed to the research.

Studio call in:
1
or 1-800-KMUD-RAD

88.9

NORTHERN
MENDOCINO

and nembership information call (707}823-2513 or wrke
For
"Taso FO Gort, cA tna mid@imutog m

presentits discoveries at the Poster
Presentation at 5 p.m. Saturday.

der. different stages of coping,
known
as Adaptive Potential Assessment
Model (APAM) states.
empowering to know
The 13 membersalso
began
researching the
able to affect the field
nurse/client caring relationship early last
while still a student.”
VIRGINIA SUBIA
8 pring in acute-care fa-

conducted helped provide herand
her fellow students with a practical

application to the theories pre-

sented in their years of study.

the team. Both Bauer
will represent

that I was able to affect the field of
nursing while still a student,” she
said.
In order to begin research,
the
. team developed a method of mea-

Virginia Subia
Anthony Gouldand
and Berbano graduated from HSU
Southin May andarenowlivingin
and

Wendy

“It is very empowering to know

suring the stages of coping.

of practicing nurses
from
t Hum-

boldt County were conductedby
the members. Recurrent themes in
the interviews
later helped determine what was most importantto
the nurses.
“We found out that the most
thing to nurses ... was
important

that they could be there with a

person, one on one, as human besaid. “We called
ings” Woodward

it ‘connectiveness.””

bel |
|

ae

Woodward, both professors at

ject’s director, said.

senters, said the research the team

Patty Bauer, Camille Berbano,

Betty Jensen

attractive
to nurses,” Woodward,
the

nussing senior

The HSU team is scheduled to

ern California.

coping were more attractive
or less

Subia, one of the student pre-

“It is very
that | was
of nursing

student nursing club.

“Wedevelopedameasuring tool
to see if clients in different states of

at different levels of coping with
illnesses.

day, Oct. 4 and will last

three days. Partial funding
for the trip came from the
offices of both the Presidentand the Dean and the

Local News 8 am & 6 pm

HSU, will also be making presentations while at the conference.
The complete research team
consisted of four faculty members
and nine nursing students. The
members researched the interaction between nurses and patients

FS

research at national conference

os ARE 28E9E2E85.29.

Nursing club invited to present
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Environmentally active stud ent wins s cholarship
Oy Ren elie

‘The old saying “hard work pays
off” rings true for one natural reLockey White, 22, was one of

55 students nationwide to win a
$5,000 Morris K. Udall Scholarship for “excellence
in national
environmental policy.”
The scholarship
is the result ofa
bill unanimously
passed by Congressin 1991 to honor Udall, a

former
who dedicated his 30-year career to environmentaland
tribal public policy.
This May, when White heard
that she had won the award, she

said she was happy and “on the
verge of tears.” She thought her
recognition was well-deserved for
her years of hard work and dedication.

“I felt this sudden burden lifted
off my shoulders
that I was finally
being recognized
for all this work I
had done,” she said, “and finally
given the financial support I needed
so that I could focus on my school
and focus on the things I believed
in.
White was also congratulatedby
Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif.,
who
sent White a personally
signed let-

boldt Peacemakers’ Association,
facilitator of the Collective Stu-

during her sophomore and junior
years. She got the opportunity to

dent Voice Symposium, appren- _ live there because her father was

people made the most of what little
resources they had. She gave an
ofhow children
ina rural

tice mediator for The Center for hired to train people how to use
Resolution of Environmodem
port equip-

village occupied themselves during the day.

mental Disputes and cochair of the HSU
Women’s Enrichment

ment. White described the culture
shock she experi-

“They had no toys but they'd
be able to be so resourceful that

Fund.
While in high school

enced when she arrived.

and a couple of rocks and be to-

in Piedmont, Calif., the

“When I first ar-

she said.
In comparing the school sys-

community awarded her

rived

at

the

they could get a couple of sticks
tally entertained for half a day,”

temin India with the United States,
an “Outstanding
Citi- | .
Chittagong
zen” award for organiz- |
(Bangladesh) air- White said school in India was
port and walked to much harder and enabled her to
idea that, yes, this is a prestigious ing the first Piedmont
' the car, there were learn more than she did in Ameriaward, yes, itis onanational
level, _ Earth Day celebration.
White has also been a Lockey White
just throngs and can schools.
White said.
throngs of beg- - “I got a C in (human geograWhite, who has supported her- delegate for the Model
self through college, has partici- United Nations since high school. _ gars,” shesaid. “They weren’table phy) but I ended up getting a four
White initially became inter- bodied people ... They were des- on the (International Baccalaurepated in and led extracurricular
activities since high school and main- ested in global environmental is- _ titute, crippled, elderly and sick.” ate) exam, which is the highest
sues when she saw firsthand the = Despite the poor conditions, . you can get,” she said, “which
tained a 3.88 GPA while at HSU.
Her activities at HSU include be- poverty of India and Bangladesh White grew to appreciate the Ining the co-founder of the Hum- while going to high school there dian culture and admired how the
See White,
page 9
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Moral authority?

|

clergy debate all things sexual

There were small workshops with the public on Saturday and a round table debate on
Sunday.

ie

religious
from HSU’sors
When instruct

nt leaders
met religious
studies departme

from Humboldt County last weekend, the
two sides could agree on only one thing:

The participants included HSU instructors Herbrechtsmeier, Melanie Williams and

John Powell and the reverends Ford, David
al
and Jerry
Kilmer of Ferndale Congregation

tion.
Associat
Baptistoas
Corbaley ofNorthc

On Saturday, Rebecca Dominic and

pro
and chair of religious studies. “It was a great
learning opportunity for students.”
About 100 students and members of the

seminar
ity
the three-day
un
attended
comm

on cultural relativism and absolute values
the Rev.
organized by Herbrechtsandmeier
ee
ee
it is i
instructors argued that
tant to look at context when establishing
tions of morality are answered through scripcures.

The one-unit class included nearly 15

hours of discussion and debate on topics
such as abortion and same-sex marriages.

Crisis Pregthe m
Sharon Mirose-Schatfle fro

nancy Center in Fortuna joined the clergy in
speaking out against abortion.
case for
“[ think we made a pretty
moral absolutes,” Ford said. “I hope we
moral
ion
and even
showed the moral confus
paralysis that can accompany a lack of an

absolute moral frame of reference.”
Professor Powell, an assistant professor
of philosophy, said he thought the dialogue
was important.
“] think that for a great many of the stu-

he said.
issues we raised,”

members present, we (all the speakers) may
have provided them some things to use as
they think through the moral and religious

the very first time.”

dents as well as for some of the church
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Members on the other side agreed.
“It was an honest debate; a good dialogue,” Kilmer said. “I think many of the
people who came were hearing our side for

“The other team obviously did
anextreme category of relativism.
to get to know them and know
come to moral decisions,” Ford

page 9
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Ford said he was also pleased with the
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Humboldt in Berlin

White

» Continoed
iran page S

* Contuwed Wom pegs 7

peice

they come to the university
series Oe

many out-

i

be

means you are one of the top in the
world.”
As a student of environmental

After leaving a city of three mil15,000, Leuchheead of about
In Berlin, Leuschke had to

with air pollution
and traffic.

“It’s —

hard to get out of the big city. It
takes about an hour to get out of
town,”
she said.
because ofits size. She also said it’s

harder to get to know other people

in Germany. “It’s easier to get to

know

Although White believes her
knowledge on environmental

here,” she

policy is more advanced than most

she still
people, she acknowledges
has much more to learn before she
is a true
“The more you learn,” she said,

ager

“the more you realize how much
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Campus radio man leaves KHSU,
returns to his ‘native language’
day, the day before his debut.

by Mes Weeds

ieee

Campus radio station KHSU is

looking for a news director to fill
the vacancy left by David
Silverbrand, who left to become

Pansy Recaro
er
al ieee See ee
or
tion direct
at KHSU.
Evans said that temporary help
d but it didn’t
at KHSU,
was hire

the six o’clock anchorman and

news director at channel six news
ir

Silverbrand,

who

said

he

ned
return
alot,”sio
“missed televi
to his “native language” Thursday
g
at KVIQ.
evenin
e
the transiaboutenc
His confid
tion is high, and his only concern
was what tie he was going to wear,
Wedne
_hesaidinan interview last

Silverbrand decided to leave

KHSU on Labor Day weekend,
after 21 months
at the

He joined five

internsat

KVIQ and said it will “sort of be

ss

n SaeaeinE is nk vilip aking
about making a move to a major
market, such as San Franciscoor
—
on that
he likes it
Radi

is great, he ssid, but the

power of the
place se

element in
attracts him to
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Arcata has ‘excellent, pure water, city says
a
| WHAT'S IN OUR WATER?
cording to the report, the turbidity
in Arcata’s drinking water periodi-

Arcata’s city water is of “excel-

hi
H

lent quality
and purity,” according
to the Annual Water
Report for 1995. . The only dark spot
in
the report is high levels of tur-

bidity.

The report shows that levels of
chemicals and
in the
|

byt
eof Cllr
wd
federal government. In some cases

concern with chlorine is that it reacts with organic matter which is

cally reaches levels more than six

naturally
in the water from the de-

a

composition of things such as
leaves, pines and algae. On react-

According to Chamberlin, the

turbidity
itself is not a problem.
“At the turbidity levels we're
pss
sega
2g
any problems
turbidity

rectly,” Chamberlin said. “The

—

ing with that organic matter you
get chlorinated organics," he said
The chlorinated organic thatis
spiuediipventintsstadianconcentration
is chloroform. Accord-

3.2 - 6.2
9.5 - 11mg/lt

ing to Chamberlin, increased rates

0- 0.13

problem with turbidity
is that it of cancer in rats and mice have
been observed because of high
indicates that there are particlesinbeen
in the water.
the water, in substantial numbers, doses of chloroform
“There
is
no
evidence
that the
oes

theyTheonly
are not thing
even detectable.
th
sodicall

come bacteria
or viruses.”

nant level is turbidity, said Tim
McKay, director of the Northcoast

which are 60 to 90 feet beneath the

i

mg/I

netectable

Tot detectable

.98

mg l

g/l
0.10
aes

Arcata’s
water is ground water

Ca

,

drawn from the Ranney wells,
Mad River.

of Natwal Resources &
Sciences
at HSU.

4 Tusbiiy inthe level of arin

iatehen:

the wells, surface water can be

Chamberlin, the level in Arcata

bacteria or viruses from humans or

water. High
sted withahighlevel

ese

water.

receeotes

ena

of illness, the amount of chlorine

aime

le

drawn down from the river and

When water is pumped out of

Environmental Centerand Charles

E. Chamberlin, professor
at the

T

trolling the level of chloroform in
the water and, according to

In order to eliminate
any danger

The particles are usually from the

added is increased
in times of high

sand located in the bed of Mad
River.

“In the winter time here you can

High turbidity, measured in

units called NTU’s, results from

heavy raine and flooding, and ac-

has never even been close to the
maximum.

The city of Arcata does not have
afiltration plant, whichis why chlorine is used as a disinfectant. Ac-

notice that they up the chlorine
doses because you can smell it in ©
“The
said. in
the water,” Chamberl

WTSI MATT

nal
C

parasites

Giardia

eT

ne nL

and

found, we will have to add a filtra-

Wells consist ofground
water, but might still be subject to

According
to the water report,
the two parasites have not been

the EPA’s requirement.
“The city now has to sample for
Giardia and Cryptosporidium to
prove that it is not
into the
water from the surface. If it is

found

tion plant,”
Lang said.
in the source water, but it

states that the current testing is not
accurate
. The Humboldt
Bay Municipal
Water District will
continue sampling this year.

Revitalizing the waterfront

Eureka harbor, Humboldt Bay to get facelift soon

mle te

channel. The new depths will be 48 feet and

The look of Humboldt Bay is going to
Reeens Saeeeronnt the wnperioat st

“About $10 million has slready been ob-

l
of the SmalBoat

tained
for the

Basin in Eureka and the dredging of the bay

entrance to allow larger ships in.

Eureka has obtained $6.8 million in loans
for th
rebuildng te Sal ou Bs mon
in in Eureka.

Humboldt Bay Harbor Recreation

She

Gonseraion Darien wc

setae

3.1 milo

for

Se

;
tate

detajebers te tha lohing thar

try goes ... it will also . aesthetically im-

prove the waterfront.”

Recreation
Harbor dt
Bay ol
The Humb
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eeing a
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oe
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The channel work could increase the number of ships using Humboldt Bay by 70
Bay is the only major
percent. Humboldt
port between Coos Bay and San Francisco

_Bay.

On the dredging project, Hull sid, “I

keepsus competitive

SEEN

Sat hee

ae

re

hapetely wa continue to use it, and in

then we would be able to attract

some new business.”

He declined to put a dollar amount to the

growth.

Tie tclatend coamtene
David McGinty, harbormaster and director of utilities for Eureka, said “It’s going

aaeulincamalae ora ele

38 feet, respectively.

ee

processof:
Ore

reste
purpose

ute

for vo

The Serohe Senell Bost Sesia will bo reconstrected next yeor with money jest obtained —

said.
The Army Corps of Engineers has done
wee
iy ty rr
dredging in the
the biannual maintenance
te
aah
pei
their past,
When vessels capsize, they
loads of diese! or gasoline, he said. ith a work up for bi
5.6 million cubic yards
deeper channel and wider entrance, fewer
offthe bottom and dumped
boating accidents would occur, so cleaner will
ional Some
bay waters would be a beneficial side effect. at the femeboldt
Site.To put this in perspective, if one
“It’s an incredibly critical project for the
and ee
whole survival of the area
environmentally, to a certain extent, * Hull SRR IE moet chont 000 fee gh
wie

en

ee ee

About 26,000 cubic yards of the mud is

considered lightly contaminated, so it will

be dumped at an upland site.
The total cost of the dredging is estimated
at $16.8 million, $11 million ofwhich would
have been paid for through a federal grant.
The district has already recieved $3.1 milmust be
ing
$5.8 million
lion. The remain
See Hewaer, pagel 6

Insects provide joy,
by Mark Winner

long as she can remember. At the

Some people are obsessed
with
caffeine.
Some people are obsessed
with the Internet. Treena Joi is
obsessed
with bugs — studying
——
e

Taiwan and lived in Japan until
she was 5 years old. She remem-

“i

a biology senior, teaches

classes about insects to children in
area schools and at HSU’s Natural
History Museum. Sheisalso painting a large mural at the museum
“Life

Time.”

She said she has been called
“bug girl” or “bug lady” for most
of her life because of her lifelong
love
of insects.
“I started liking insects because
Ilived in the suburbs and we didn't
exactly have deer running around
the

We did have lots of

bumblebees in the
and
they were really cute,” Joi said.

Most of the world’s
great entomalogion come fom

England, ji

said, for the same reason.

ageeof 3 she was trying to set plastic
bugs free that she saw in stores.
Joiwas discovered exoticinsects

at a young age. She was born in
bers seeing five-inch-long flying
cockroaches.

“If you accidentally cornered
them they would just fly out right
at you,”
she said.
“] always related to insects because they were very bizarre and
cnisunderstood,” Joi said. “Which
is kind of like I've felt, bizarre and

misunderstood.
So I would look at

them and be able to relate.”
Joi said insects are misunderstood because,
while they are vicious, they have no interest in hu-

mans.
“Insects are totally vicious,
murderers,” she

» mimicry
it’s just beautiful. I love iit, ,
cially when it’s in a communityof

because
built
up everything
on theirlittle island,”
she said
Joi said she has liked insects as

One of Joi’s favorite stories from

LARGE
‘VEGETARIAN
MENU
"Open 11 am. to 10pm.
Weekends
open at Noon

asd nin

nos

wasps who will paralyze a taran-

lea

Joatchave amach other orld

Toss J

animals
I am not a part of.”
the animal world is that of certain

discount with
the HSU
Entertainment

tula and lay an egg inside
of it.
“So the

is there alive,

unable to move with this egg devel-

cola abdlaatintudeeattien te
inside,”
she said. “These
are the

stories I love to share with kids.

of dapat

end mctwoes wth nob

“People have this unfounded
fear of insects. To most insects we
ray
ne
ian

eprint

ra,

ants marching
en masse, looking
like a flowing river of blood, and
swarms of bees that darkened the

"Vyasc along tian" she suid, “I
Soe Beg Logy, page 1s
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City Garbage Co. scraps recyc
phar

waste prevention coordinator at
Humboldt County
ment
of Environmental Health, is diCommunity

per, plastic,
pa
glass and o

1380 Ninth St

and Fortuna.
City Garbage Co. of Eurekais

eomp

Honbelds Sani-

Disposal, 103 South 12th St.,
Fortuna.

cme

“It’s the city of Eureka’s responsibility to provide recycling
facilities within city limits, but
we'll help residents find other

"Gy Garbage proviesreying
dana point at ae "W.
Hawthorne St., numerous cityowned drop-offbins around town

places to recycle,” she said.
Tyson said city officials are not
unhappy with City Garbage
Co.’s performance and would

and pilot curbside programs in
—
communities, as well as

like to see their service continue.
“They’ve decided to stop the

to residents

‘CaToran

etn

service
as a corporation,” he said.
“Financial reasons” are forc-

oolectnn will
ot

tae

ing City Garbage to cut its recycling services said general manager Mike Leggins. “It was a busi-

Pe Ci caapees ip*s“Cash
hagerol for Class”
ee
f
|

Center,

tation, 2585 Central Ave.,
McKinleyville, and Eel River

drop-off

ae in Arcata, McKinleyville

Tomy

ness decision,” he said.

dren collecting
and returning tons
of newspaper,
glass bottles and

City Garbage has held the contract to collect and dispose of
Eureka residents’ garbage for 30

aluminum
cans for cash, will hold

its last event at the
on Oct. 12 and 13.

eet’

gins said.
“We have to skinny down our

operation to prepare ourselves
recting residents to the Arcata : financially to compete with the

Eureka residents
will soon have
to cart their aluminum
cans,
to recycling

se ehoanl

Mall

ins said.

City Garbage provided recycling services

eg

ofliitimere: beeen odie

li

WAT

“We regretted the decision (to
halt services) because it could
send the message that we don’t
like to recycle,” Leggins said.
If the city were to include recycling services in City
Garbage’s current contract, services could

wa,
‘
| We're'not going to allow
e

ene

to

and
cord:
ist,
We're
going
t
o
high, the com make sure we will
made

°

.

gins said.

McGinty, city

DAVID MCGINTY
Eureka Director of Utilities

The market is lower now and

-

errr

opportunity to recycle.

|

director

of

utilities,

doesn’t want
to send
an

anti-recycling
message either. “We're not going to allow a no-recycling condition to exist. We're going to
make sure we will continue to
provide citizens with the oppor-

months
— we feel like we'rein _to spend,” he said, “Everybody
limbo — until we find out if
we're has been hit — not just this county
going to get the contract,” Leg- but all over the state. We had to

city has an obligation to provide

will compete with other companies to provide services.
“We're looking at only 3

OR nbewbes

Nt

officials are hurriedly searching
for alternatives and unhappy
with the situation, Tyson said.
“] think it is very harmful what

t

i

ote selling

oe

Eureka’s garbage service, city

services, he

conte
of run, efizens with the
dienstintasieln

z

tet
OO

submit a competitive | bid for

say
ine
=
2

continue to provide

llecti

ell

mene

tion, Tyson said. So the contract will be given to the lowest
bidder.
While City Garbage slims
down their operation in order to

gins said. The
atin can be

cKamisum 0 Mo-recyciing condition to tomer billya
enough prot

~~

ask, ‘Do we continue operating _ residents with the best price and
here at a loss?”
service for their garbage collec-

continue, Leg-

When
the
market for re.

OO

ne

Wedaesday, = 25, 199%

anyway.

to recycling
plants, Leg-

“One
ae

ieee

waste stream out of landfills,”

year. The city will put the contract out to bid and City Garbage

lapses in service, but said that two
weeks notice isn’t much time to

contract,”

inestiadn

not supporting the costs. “If you
look at economics, fuel prices affecting trucking
— if markets don’t
cover operating costs, you know
you won’tbe able to cover costs —
you have to decide whether or not

years, but its contract ends this

vider to take over and avoid any

other companies. That includes
cutting any non-contracted programs, and recycling isn’t ini

beatnreaetaitit

tunity to recycle and keep the
he said.
But as a public agency, the

City Garbage has done to the
public and for a company that is
trying to get a contract renewed
, they’re not going about it the
right way,” Tyson said. “As a
provider, you can put a positive
spin on the product you sell so
that the purchaser can’t see how
they can live without it — but to
blame it on the city’s bid process
isn’t fair,” he said.

Tyson said recycling service
will be included in the city’s new
contract, but Leggins said City
Garbage hadn’t been informed
whether or not recycling service
would be written into the new

contract.
For more information about
recycling drop-off points in lo-

cal communities, check the gov-

ernment pages in the phone book
or call the Humboldt County Department of Environmental

Health at 441-2005.
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California smokers may

soon face smokeless bars —
tips as a supplement to their

ey eueetarelh

- in bars all over California.

Two years ago, the California
State Legislature passed Assembly Bill 13, which banned smokworkingin most public placesand
places as of Jan. 15, 1995.

The bill delayed i
tion in bars and taverns until 1997,

when state and federal governments should have adopted adequate ventilation standards —
which, as of yet, has not been done.

The state legislature recently
voted to delay the smoking ban in
bars and taverns for one more year,

because ventilation standards have not been defined.
Atpress time, Gov. Pete Wilson

has not signed the proposal into
law. Wilson has until the end of
the month to decide.

One of the main purposes
of AB

13, widely supported by the

while they drink and dhe go

American Lung Association and restaurant industry has lost
other anti-smoking groups, is to money due to the smoking ban
protect workers from the possible are untrue. She said sales tax revnegative health consequences of . enue from restaurants was comparable before and after smokbreathing second-hand smoke.
Some people hope the law will ing was banned. While she conceded bars may be a little differnever go into effect.

i

to F.0.R.C.ES., a

smoking rights

group, millions of

dollars of revenue has been lost

ent than restaurants, she said the

ban may be to the bar industry’s
benefit.

“Smoke-free bars will be an
attraction for people who

avoided bars because they al-

ness,” she said.

However, she said she dislikes

smoking because she has friends

who have died of lung cancer.
“If had a bar it would be nonsmoking,” Hammers said.
Non-smoking
ish junior
Jay Herzog sympathized

with

smokers.
“Even though I don’t smoke, in
a bar people should be allowed to
smoke,” he said. “It’s their last

refuge.”
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about loss in

business due to a smoking ban.
Nursing junior and part-time
sembly is to be applauded for
Marino’s bartender Lynn
listening to the citizens of California who work hard and pay | McNally said that while she dislikes the odor of cigarette smoke
taxes rather than the special inon her clothes, a smoking ban
terests obsessed with their goals
of greater control.”
But those supporting the bill
ile
i
they'll
say the legislation is supposed to
home if they can’t,” she said. r
benefit the workers.
Arcata resident Jerry Hall said
Martha Saly of North Bay
there should be more non-smokHealth Resources Center in
ing bars to accommodate nonPetaluma said in a telephone insmokers and said bartenders
terview the main point of the bill
should work
;
else if
is to protect workers.
i
smoke
them.
“All workers deserve a healthy
“(IfT'm notallowed to smoke in
workplace,” she said. “I’m not
bars) I'd rather stay home and
against smokers’ rights. It’s not
savé money,” he said.
the smoker's fault; they’re adToby and Jack’s bartender
dicted.
Donny “Rocky” Hammers said
“If there was a way to remove
shealso fears the consequences of
toxins as soonasit leaves the end
a smoking ban.
;
ofa cigarette, I would be in favor
“I've
worked
here
for
eight
of allowing smoking. I just can’t
years and I really
like this bar. I'd
see that happening,” Saly said.
hate to see anything
hurt the busiSaly said the claims that the

seo>

Year’s Eve may be the last time
smokers can indulge their habits

lyiameonds

ces are con

'“Wpos

Eleven fifty-nine p.m. New

wages.
.
of
Ludlow
Enoch
F.O.R.C.E.S. stated: “The As-

lowed smoking,” she said.
Still, some Arcata bar employ-

fs.
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Zebra girl Michaela Satter, 7, has her face painted at North Country Fair by Elaine Grosso of Eureka. The face painting was
organized es a fund raiser for the Vagabond Players Children’s Theatre.

County workers may still strike
the workers represented are cleri-

administrators hoping
for a resolution to an impasse in
contract negotiations were wait-

ing Tuesday
for the outcome of a
meetingof members of the American Federation of State, County

and Municipal Employees Local
1684.
Results were not known at press

and building maintenance crews.

Board members were surprised
when the union voted last week to
reject the board’s latest proposal,
which included two percent raises
in November, January 1998 and

January 1999.

Wording
that allowed the board

to void a contract and reopen ne-

time

“We're waiting to see whether
they vote to move forward with
negotiations or to go on strike,”

said

cal staff, welfare and food stamp
case workers, correctional cooks

Rick

Haeg,

Humboldt

County’s personnel director.
“We should know in the next
couple of days what direction
are going to take,” First Disthings
trict Supervisor Stan Dixon said.
“We want to make the best possible offer under the current
contraints.”
union, which
The 500-member

negotiates for about 1,100 of

Humboldt County’s employees,
has worked without a contract

gotiations by declaring a budget
crisis was removed.
Dixon said the board’s proposal
was virtually the same as what the

union had asked for.
“That really turned out to be
their offer that was brought to the
board, and the board agreed to it,”
Dixon said. “(Union negotiators)
said they would present it but that
they would not recommend it,

which surprised us.”
The same factors contributing
to Humboldt ‘County’s financial

crisis havemade it hard to agreeon

such as property and timber sales
taxes have declined or are being

withheld by the state and federal
governments, Dixon said.
“Revenues are down, the infla-

tionary factor is up, and that alone

has a significant impact,” Dixon
said. “It’s not that we're spending
more money, it’s that the cost of

government has gone up.”
Fifth District Supervisor Paul
Kirk agreed the double whammy
of rising costs and falling revenues
_have made as

difficult.

“One of the
problemsis
that the cost of government goes
up annually,” Kirk said. “We've

been trying to negotiate contracts
with these lessening revenues.”
Nonetheless, supervisors have
been hopeful that an agreement

can be reached.
ae

table that we

beliv

on the

the taxpayers

can afford at this time,” Kirk said.

“As a supervisor
I have to look at
the whole cost, not just the cost of
a single unit. I've got to budget for
the whole cost.”

LAST WEEK OF OUR

FALL BASIC
ART SALE
Come in and let us help you!
We have your comple
classte
list,
ive.
supplies and friendly informatservice
r
30th.
Sale ends Septembe

te VISA

¢ MASTERCARD

¢ DISCOVER

NORTHTOWN
ART

Premium Local Ice Cream
Handcrafted in small batches

A full line of Sorbets, Sherberts,
Non-fat Yogurt.

Located in Jacoby's Storehouse
on the Plaza”
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and spent two
hours catching

consciousness

40 grasshoppers.

“I stir fried
those. It was

OK,“ she said.
Then she dis-

ing insects is

eee

“I mean, we eat abortions
all the

and crab all the time and they are
as any insect
can be.”

“I had a dream one time. A glorious
” she said. “I was walking on clouds the rest of the day. I
dreamt I was walking through the
Co-opand
I'm going through their
produce section and they had in
Tupperware these little meal-

major, eats insects now as well. On

stores.

#£«xzPsgs

but countered

with the opinion that a lot of food
humans
eat is s

and citrusy.”
She would like
to see insects
sold

which are “very

=

Joi said some people think eat-

tasty, very tangy

covered her fa-

It has only been within the past

and I get sad and I have to leave,”
she said.
:

time when we eat chicken eggs.
How much grosser can you get?
It’s disgusting,
but we like it. ‘Oh
yes, I'd like some fried embryonic
fluid please.’
“People eat shrimp and lobster

vorites, ant and
beetle
larvae,

ery drive than she ever did for
scienceor food.

“] don'tsee the beetle grubs there
ee 23 Sem

sects
she wentout

tha it was just

f. @

higher state of

the disappointment
a dream.

=3—s

Joi said insects ‘live on a

thought it sounded appealing.
For her first
time eating in-

the Co-op to this day because of

a= <

7

arthropods.
They are justas creepy

aE

ca

worms and other grubs. I was just
stoked. Then I woke up and realized it was a dream.”
Joi said she cannot go back into

Joi’s boyfriend, also a biology

one of their first dates
the Arcata Marsh and
SA caurctishig
“He’s more into big,

qe

answers.
So it’s still kind of like

year and a half that Joi has takenup
eating insects. She got the idea from
an Australian documentary television show which showed people
barbecuing large grubs. She

they went to
turned over
wont
warm fuzzy

animals,”
she said. “But he’s com-

ing around.”

DENTISTRY
Mark A. Hise MS-DDS
“We cater to cowards!”

1225 B ST. 822-5105

For the best in
community
news, read The
Lumberjack,

M.0.M.'S Laundromat Valley West Center, Arcata
(Next to Round Table Pizza)

the only weekly

newspaper in

Contest Rules Posted at M.0.M.'s

Arcata.
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to be held Sept 30, 1996
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Sunday benefit will help
sister city in Nicaragua
The Arcata/Camoapa
Sister City
Project
will have their 11th
I street block benefit this Sunday.

I street will be closed from 10th to
11th streets
from 1 p.m.
to 7 p.m.
come sick from E. coli this month
in Humboldt
County. Thecounty

member
to leave
Eureka City Councilwoman
Jean Warnes announced her resignation Monday. She has been on
the council for six years.
She said the loss ofher husband
six months ago made the job too
difficult to continue and she will
move close to her family in Santa
Rosa.
The Eureka mayor and council
will have 30 days to appoint a re-

placement or announce a speci
election.

along with several state agencies
are trying to identify a common
source
for the E. coli.

‘Lost World’ wraps up

filming on North Coast
“The Lost World: Jurassic
Park,” Steven Spielberg's sequel
to 1993’s box office hit “Jurassic

Park,” wrapped up its Humboldt
County filming last week.

The cast and crew began filming at Patrick’s Point and

PL wins suit over
Headwaters logging

PrairieCreek
State Parksin the first
week of September. Specific film-

Pacific Lumber won a lawsuit

filed by the Environmental Protection Information Center of

Garberville to stop PL from con-

ducting salvage logging operations

in Headwaters forest. The lawsuit

was for a temporary
restraining
order until the case can be tried in
court. PL will begin salvage logging Sept. 30 if an agreement has

not been reached with the federal
government
to swap other land and
assets for Headwaters.
However, a previous decision

denied PL the right to construct a
road through Headwaters grove,
which greatly limits salvage operations there. PL’s use of heavy ma-

ing sites included Ceremonial
and
Wedding Rocks in Patrick’s Point
and Fern Canyonat Prairie Creek,

according to officials from the
North Coast Redwoods District
of the Department of Parks and
Recreation.
Humboldt County was the first
stop on the film’s shooting schedule. The cast and crew moved on
to New Zealand after wrapping its

production in the state parks.
The film’s budget is estimated

to be around $130 million. “The
Lost World” is scheduled to open
in theaters across the nation on
Memorial Day weekend of next

year.

chinery has also been restricted.

The cost is $3 for adults and $1
for children and seniors.
Money earned will go towards
water,sanitation

and

health

projects in Arcata’s sister city of
Camoapa, Nicaragua. For more
information call Barbara Browning at 826-1312.

Three area teenagers were taken
to the hospital recently when they
ate Jimson weed.
Ann Lindsay, Humboldt

County health officer said the weed
causes hallucinations, but the hal-

lucinations are not pleasant because the weed is highly toxic.
She said the weed should never

be eaten because it causes severe
hyperactivity, seizures, radically
elevated body temperatures and

even coma and death.

Dozens of area teenagers have
been hospitalized this year from
ingesting it, she said.

Eureka Times-Standard
soldto Denver chain
The Eureka Times Standard will
be sold to Media News Inc. from

ley Tribune, Pasadena Star-News,

Whittier Daily News and the
Hanover (Pa.) Evening Sun.

Served g:00 A.M. « 1:00 P.M.

Freshly Baked Biscults & Muffins - Biscults & Gravy

GOLDEN HARVEST CAFE
1062 G St - Arcata - 822-8962
Ple*ed

Voted #1 Sports Bar On The North
Coast 2 Years Running

FAMILIES WELCOME!
¢ Big Screen
¢ Darts, Pool, Foosball

¢7 T.V.'s
e Interactive Trivia & Sports

Denver, Colorado, by its present

owner, the Thompson chain. Also
being sold are the San Gabriel Val-

Belgian Waffles - Eggs Benedict - Fresh Fruit

a

Administration: 442-2961
Education: 445-2018

from Jimson weed

Scrambled Eggs - Sausage - Bacen - French Teast

ce
Walking Distan
‘
fd

Clinic Services: 442-5709

2316 Harrison Ave.

Eureka, Calif. 95501
Open Monday-Frida:

Area teens get bad trip

ALL YOU CAN EAT SPECIAL
SUNDAY BUFFET
Special Offer Through October.

° Drop-in Teen Clinic Tues. and Thurs. 3-5:30
° A Trusted Place for Your Questions

fps for Pardo PzSTRe..
L Cee rere

Owners:
#445-9327

Mary & Chip Stewart
109 Fouth St. « Eureka, CA
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Hong Kong
Tokyo
Bangkok
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She said there are some
rectees Rertee es teres a ee
being immersed in football isn't going to

When i ico much sil not enough
ee

mayb

can wait eae
finished your

7

pices

affect someone the same as being immersed

ling,

pene tine
Pricidgalarte

hat

in alcohol — yet neither is healthy and both

may lead to problems.
‘A (compulsive behavior) may lead some-

be

conven veemnarnmmnes ier

beret

po areal?
7
fae
ag sroned
ee
nig.

said. “For example,

eS

comes evolved around just
one thing
and doesn’t allow them ¢to meet

itetee

:

nxt?

a erecliralabscladitener sal
addiction?
“I think as a society we offer people a lot
of opportunities for materialistic indulearns

“Andit (society) perpetuates

== + | Little
with happiness.”
possessions
Health educator Jenny Phelps said the

am

“To some extent addiction is a reflection
of our society,”

said.
“We liveina

i

capitalistic society
with corporations
that want to get us addicted to their prodeae chemses money onthem.
wants us to be addicted to
“Jenny
worrying about our weight,”
compulsively
she said, “because that’s how it sell its diet
plans.
Phelps said addictions are complex because they exist on both a biochemical level

on
subtle distinculsive::
oy ans anaes ee
“I think (addiction) is a behavior ee Vianiee.”
Seen
with a person'sieee
_interferes
things they want to do,” Little said. “when tion, but possible si
a person is no longer in control of the restof _ attentionto

se

ast totes algae

Has

their life.

damenrinalie
Wael

channel or the drop ofacredit
card.
“I've talked to a lot of people who have
problems with, for example, shopping in
relationship to stress,” Dutro said.

“It seems to bean attemptat selfreinforce“ Addiction is if the Internet becomes course work.
and on a social level.
7
erp
much name it anditcan ment. Instead of facing up to the cause of the
“Youcan
ing that I can’t leave formy 8am.
may become very dependent
A person may
in,” he said. “It’s a paradox stress, it often leads to disappointment,”he
their behav- class until I've logged on to it, and then I let be indulged
onthe fiend views towards
in it, where we try to decrease our stress, butwe said.
ior,” she said. “That provides them with _ the classgo because I'm so immersed
Why then do we tum to cybertherapy,
and I dont want to go out with friends be- ee
cial value.

a social addic“Someone may develop

tion to football,” Phelps said. “They become someone who is a total expert at the
ee
epee eee eee

cause I need to get on all the time.”

“The addiction becomes a ‘need’ to do
she said. “And the rush of sati
re initially derived from it
kind of obsessive or comacai

cigarettes or the instant

ofshop-

a new pair of pants may mask _ ping rather than dealing with our problems?
“Our society tends to encourage avoidderen ad but wi
cag problems
lraion mayb
30 Seciely, page 22
ewitch of the
sot eanly dinvnished with

Substance addictions interfere with students
pele
The
quotes

aang when I was fifteen,”” John

marijuana and
between alcoho
Paesl, uaa

started out as a weekend

cigarettes and marijuana and I can

me

article contains
sedtiidnalewheagrecd

thing and then
turned into

kept
would bees
their identiti
annonymous.

be fair
to say that I either drink beer

tell there’s a
chemi-

and alcohol
use are

HSU a wal oma
a fine
but theisre

pop
SEE

ere

es ceoe.

Lsbet marane td dea

talk about

to cigarettes
and it’s not
the same kind

¥ be

or smoke herb

everyday,” he

ess s
que

said.

cies

“J smoke

and drink

cause I like to

vapor
i
Tike

tact buzz,”

rettes because

kind oflike a so-

“I would

smo

skating with

a

addiction

cal

that ooo in
the basised
on iew
to be interv

g where friends hook

up, party a little and skate.”
Students said addictions affect

"deh

seeing

ee det!

do drink a lot,” Phil, another student, said. “I drink because it

makes me
and helps
relax,
ialy
i
after school.”
“I'm a type-A personality and
really agitated and excited eas” Mike said. “Smoking marire
juana helps me to reduce my unnecessary feelings ofanger and vent

ciga-

on,” Dave said.

ar spend so much money on
skating, smoking and drinking that
I don’t have money to do anything

"Nike
aqeed onox thethe nature
eaten of
addictionin every-day life.
“It kind of sucks
addicted
to things,”
he said. “My life has the
and it'll

and lose motivationto

Ihave to.

Dave said. “It’s
cial

eee
and/or drinking
them to relieve
stress and
oS
ee
ee

using
to ed
say | am addict

and

alcohol, but not to the point where
or beer like
some
bum d
I woul

ways.
t peopledo
different people in differen

” he said.

the fact that it’s what I enjoy to do

meterti irritant:

‘i tttaanccll

20 —_ Wedneodey,
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Shop-a-holics unite in mall rush
I bum as

a

economics ee
j

amttaten yanmtoaech
means, and it is not their job to do
80, Cash said.

Scctiamone

WetSeal,awomen’
rotidaie datasets
“I think in a way, we're all ad-

mon widictionnrunning aime!
santinin
urban America today: shopping.

dicted to shop-

ping,” Cash said.

a

waa
By Wont

’

nt tele

they're spending
more than they
can afford,” she said.

shopping

addiction

revolves

who shop at her
store on a regular
basis are “not so

poh

g mass amounts of
deanna

ae
on favorite striped polyester
shirts, stinky bre
Credit cardsaretosome
the stuff : fingers, the occasional skin burn, chronic cough and w
that dreams
are made of.
smokers put up with olet for chet habe
An 18-year-old
college freshman
The Center for Disease Control said 25 percent of Am«
with a bank account can get a line
school students
smoked in 1995. What do they and th
of credit in less than a week.
smoke know that keeps them smoking?
Buy now — pay later, seems like
Some use nicotine to relieve the craving that only
a dream come true for impulse
periodically
the day as a reward for going t

much addicted to

Tuesday and

Millions of frustrated shopkeep-

“People come in

ers watch returned merchandise
pile up in their back rooms due to
a phenomenon called “impulse”
or “binge” shopping. Sounding
more like an

os

here all the time

disorder, the

lata

male and fe-

In malls across America, stores

on the spending habits of
these addicted shoppers, with
hopes that they will keep buying
—

buyers. With
an annual percent-

shopping but addicted
to the trends. They
are al-

ways feeling like they have to have

the new style as soon as it comes
in.”
Has it come to this? Millions of

ing if they are addicted to shopping may want to

look at their checkbooks
and credit
card statements to see if an excessive amount of money is being
spent at various stores.

age rate of over 20 percent on some
cards, struggling students can easily find themselves in debt before
their first job.
The mall closes at nine, sales

end soon.

Lollipop, lollipop

“I don’t care, until I get fat or sickorsome-

Gy Loses Woks;
TUMBERIACK STAFF

_feel much better when I eat chocolate. It is
that gets my mind off things.”

thing,” Patton said. “When you eat it, you're

not concentrating on why it makes you feel

Despite the fact that sugar is

dedicated smoker. To be able to go that long without a sm
control,” said a fisheries junior, who would only identify
of like Zen.”

Colleen Blackstone,
an environmental biology junior, wanted to quit smoking so much that she tried
chewing tobacco.
“I tried using Skoal to quit smoking, but it didn’t

Everyone has their favorite

are addicted or not.”
Someareambivalentto-

sweets whether it be cookies,
candy, cake, soda, ice cream,
chocolate,
cereal, pastries, brownies or other foods.

ward their regular con-

sumption of sugar.
“I just eat sweets because

I

do,”

consume sugar on a regular

basis. Similar to caffeine or nicotine, it is often viewed as a “quick
pick-me-up.”

Eric

Osterling, a wildlife
sophomore, said. “Ice
cream sums up your meal.”
“I crave chocolate before my pe-

Nick Davis, an Arcata resident, ;

consumes between 15 and 20 servings
of sugar a day.

“I was feeling lethargic this

morning,
so I ate three table-

riod,” said Elizabeth Montgomery, a
marine biology junior. “It is just a

“J eat a lot of sugar because it gives me

spoons of sugar to wake myself
up,” Jesse Kelton, ajournalism

habit.”

freshman, said.

“] like chocolate and soda,” Michelle

eet

Ses Sugar,
page 22

Walker, a psychology senior, said oule

The lure of ’Net communication
Kristi Vanderbeek,
an interdis-

is an avid ’Net
surfer. She said

the Internetisespecially useful

| Vanderbeck said. “I use it moreas
a tool than entertainment.
I use it
to communicate
with

on my door,” Vanderbeek
said.
Sean Bush, a first-year re-entry
student majoring in environmental resources
also said

friends and

for finding information related

to the major
she
designed for

Howevera year ago, when Bush

was working 12-hour shifts as ”
cence
technician
niversity, he
2

to
oh

pening
so
qu ickly,”
ropeereest

re wouldn’t believe. I was flossing for days after,” she
She resumed faithfully smoking her favorite brand,

although she said she would like to quit someday.
Josh Roberts, an

ee

ry senior, said “I

. And it’s also very

“I use sugar if 1 want to have something on - o Dariogh 13-week abstinence he has noticed he deve
the run to keep me going,” said
He eid fe’ drinking more coffe than unval nd that it n
teacher preparation multiple
quitting.
subject sophomore Brian
Nicotine is officially classified as a stimulant, accorc
Wheeler. “I will just grab a
Human Behavior,” but it hass soothing qualities as well, “a
Butterfinger or Milky Way.”
to a depressing of neurons.”
The feeling ofa sugar “high”
Withdrawal symptoms include, anxiety, depression,
is common among those who
problems, headaches, hunger, insomnia, irritability, loss

good, you're just eating it because it does. Your body
chemistry determines if you

often considered a harmless substance, it can be addictive.

Ermer

Classes, at 75 minutes cach

really satisfy me, and the stuffjust gets in your teeth like

Sugar daddy keeping life sweet

a phatty buzz,” he said.

ie

oe
sad.

tte
off at cer

restlessness, sweating and tremors, and last from

escape withdrawal completely, according to the book.

we

Nicotine is used as an insecticide and fungicide, and

enough to kill a person according to the book.Also, it
powerful poisons regularly ingested,” and the second m¢

The Lemberjock

a smoke?

head

With polls rating an astounding number of

25 percent of Americans and 34 percent ofhigh

do they and the many students at HSU who

aving that only it can satisfy. Others smoke
ard for going to class
or work.
75 minutes each, present a challenge to the
long withouta emoke “ia definitely aform ofc
puld only identify himself.as Goldielocks. “Sort

igetie tga tot wes tar Goose
miers of top-rated television shows, it’s

that she tried

his battle with television adwill serve as an
diction

who requires
mass amounts of —_ watches
prime time televi-

rinebiology junior, said

Guiaes Wiley callagt ciedetas van in dong
with the masses.
:
But how is an occasional viewer different

from a

She admits resorting to taping her favorite
campuses.
Students living on campus witness the af- shows in extreme situations in order to watch
flicted more than the rest of us. Stuthem at a later time.
dente huddle
in the botOne HSU student,
hopes
programs.
Perhaps other students
have a roommate that

TV in their daily routines?

favorite brand,
it someday.
ior, said “I

example for others to
learn from.
Jamon Fritsch, ama-

sion in the room every night .

We all know the signs including bloodshot

from 8 p.m. antl tee wes

or know
eyes, short attention span, rattling off triviaor hours ofthe morning,
singing commercial jingles to anyone who will someone that becomes livid if

Sidlga.
= Ws choy tw vacagelantheuliendper

"ae people spend every waking hour in
front
of the television. The couch potato is

forced to miss their favorite program.
“The only shows I absolutely can’t miss are
‘Friends’
and ‘Party of Five,”
said an HSU

junior who requested to remain anonymous.

Craving the bean
every‘ morning

z, but it didn’t
your teeth like
days after,” she

d it’s also very

Ba

usual and that it may have something
to do with

By Peter

stimulant, according to the book “Drugs and
qualities
as well, “an initial, short-lived excitation

iety, depression, drowsiness, gastro-intestinal
ia, irritability, loss of concentration, palpitations,

and last from weeks to months, although some

ding to the book.

id fungicide, and the nicotine in just two cigars is

and the second most used drug behind caffeine.”

See Smokers,
pege 22

is all to common for

by oliees lokeson

customers. Employees,

TUMBERIACK STAFF

such as Rebecca Hickok of
Ramone’s, also see the faces of

Perk up!

Caffeine
is the alkaloid present addicts first-hand.
“Ie seems like the same sleepy
in coffee, tea and cola and is a
that at one time or an- _ eyed people coming in,” Hickok
stimulant
other,insomeway,shapeorform,

said. AT feel for them, know how

their heads pound and their eyes
has possessed us all.
don’t want to stay open. Some
Caffeine, which is most plentiare rude but it’s not
customers
ful in coffee, seems to be a staple
for the typical student
who just their fault.”
Caffeine does have its drawfix.
a
without
can’t live
“There’s no way I can get _ backs. Decreasing caffeine intake
through my first class without my _ can causea person to become irmitable

art se” said

ex-

“When people have

won't leave my

withdrawals, they feel
fatigued with a headache. Without the caf-

house without it,
evenif it does

I'll be late for class.”

feine as a stimulant the
Vaso-dilator constricts.
Blood can’t get through
the brain at the same
~ gate, which causes the

Caffeine affects
people differently.
It’s a stimulant that
for some increases
the heart rate and

nervous system.
“Some people may become very jittery consuming
only a small amount,” said Jenny
Phelps, HSU's health educator.
to caffeine
ateand
“Others habitu
develop a tolerance.” '

have

bad headaches.

nior Holly Stalder.

affects the central

and

headache,” Phelps said.

While some choose
coffee to feed their caffeine addiction, others
ted
for less concentraforms.
tea
is could be soda, chocolate,
pills
and even over the counter
such as Vivarin. The caffeine has

pocrclichoualioRimeed’s |

oR

Gave

his viewing habits in

/

past three years have

\

“from minimal to
ranged
extreme
with every level in

between.”
Whileliving
on campus two years
ago, Fritsch watched TV “rarely” in the

See TV, page 22

Chasing afte
arerolmolanian

as noticed he developed a hand-to-mouth habit.

the book. Also, it said that it is “one of the most

BT

tom ofthe Jolly Gi
to get a dose of their favorite

quickly becoming a common sight on college

al biology jun-

_Wodncnday
So 25,106

TV: The big black box strikes again
pe

marks on the sidewalk, burns and sub-nuclear
shirts, stinky breath, yellow nicotine stains or
nic cough and wheezing. It is definitely true:

:

Sciacce

22

vesianibistyoe”
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Exercise: Running down a dream
*Contioncd
oni page 21
aes exercising,” Topping said.
Topping, who exercises about eight
hours a week, enjoys exercising for several
reasons.
“When
I'm done
out I feel bet-

ter about myself,

socializing with other people who are exer-

adviser, is a devoted jogger who runs up to
an houra day.
“1 like a companionship,” McClary

said. “Itgives me the opportunity to talkto

people

ter dearest ob,

meme outdoors.”
and it gets
McClary has

ancianbiaiin:

including
the Cox Cable 10k last month.

racing I’ve been involved with has

cising, getting out negative energy and how
ene
said she often experiences an
in rush while working
out.

“It’s kind
of like a
and
gives me an abundance of energy,” she

said. “When the numbness comes over me,

I feel like I could keep exercising for hours
more.
Mac McClary, ajournalism professorand

Dennis Johnson, ——

receiver for
sophomore, isa
the HSU football team who comsee
ball and track in hi
over, I'll still continue to exercise,”

Johnson said.
“It’s a good way to stay healthy,

fe,”
fl beter on he days un,”
id
ation eli enstiiend
his oidpak f choi ice,

eect kia bok Wake cad eoaryons
should find the time to exercise.

he said

The zone is when an athlete per-

forms in a game above his/her nor-

mal level, and sometimes
to the point

of perfection.

Smoking

Internet: Cyber-addicts log on
Like

tool of mass commu-

en
hoes always a dark
Side,” said Vanderbeck,
Bush said he also sees a down-

side to what many see as the

Internet’s most
positive attribute
_—
information avail“There's
a lot of information
you don’t need and don’t care.

The IA’s mission statement
reads: “Interneters Anonymous
isa fellowship
ofmen and women

chiefly for information.
He goes online to get weather reports and travel
tips. Bush has also designed web

who share their i

strength, hope and love

pages.
“T like (the Internet)
for its e-mail

a

function,” Bush said. “It’s like writ-

may

_

other that they

common prob-

ing letters without stamps
lemsand help others recover from
“oe of the more vaae things
Internet
addiction.”
to do on-line is to visit chat rooms
On the IA’s home page, Scott and talk with other Internet users.
confessed
the reason he setup the | Bush said that he does not visit chat
site was because he too was an rooms.

addict.

all,”
he said.

“Thedi
of... the World
Wide Web gave me an exhilaration unlike anything
(I) experi-

dicted to the Internetarenotalone.

enced before,” writes Scott. “OK,

Xbout. You have to sift through it
However, people who are ad-

There is even a web page for confeseed addicts: Interneters
Anony-

cited
up

Scott in’ 1595, offere a safe haven

for Internet junkies.

my first sexual experience
came
pretty close ... then it hit me like
a ton of bricks falling from a skyscraper. I needed a support
group,
so I formed IA.”

cers

“Even when my

mitment of a whole pack of

°Contiaved
from page 20

smokes, Greenview market on

11th Street, sells single cigarettes

at 20 centsa pi
Despite these facts, pene
Blackstone who
smokers have a cigarette when FO xe
have many
they wake up and during stressful wish quit someday
Quit Kits,
. And then there are sonvurersS oe
and referrals
are availthose who smoke only when they
able
from
a
variety
of
drink.
Then there is the well-docu- tions, such as the California
mented drug ladder phenom- Smokers’
Helpline at (800) NOBUTTS.Nicotine Anonymous

also has meetings
in Eureka and

jeyment"
be sid “lee the baer

Arcata. 441-5632.

If quitting is hard and relapse

nano
more as a tool. I use it to look

seems inevitable, remember the

Vondichecduiliiidepiinaitiom
chat rooms. “I have to start a relationship with people face to face,”
Vanderbeek said.
People can visit Interneters
Anonymous
at:
_ihttp://
www. itw

the No.1 reason people start to
smoke.
Some Humboldt
County groee
i

Priie,

cttiinhonse

20 percent success rate of quitse
once
“Quitting
smoking is easy. I've
done it many times.”
. Editor’s note: Alex Woodie has
been smoke-free
for 13 days.

Caffeine
= (ontiened
foam page 21
the same effect, only less aparent to the user
when i
“] hate

smaller doses.
makes
me sick

like stale coffee breath,”
said former stu-

dent Jay Reed. “I like chocolate because it
goes down
an Sone and I don’t have to

Wicd

near

@ to become
a caffeine j

pope

“Stan
you fit the

diction Se

es Set

ee

of the
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Goin’ fishin’

Fishbone, hip hop hoppin’ to Humboldt
yee

sel as well as bootie-shaking numbers from their earlier
works.

ae

Listeners will be treated to a myriad of sounds rarely
performed in Humboldt County as De La Soul, Fishbone
and Goodie Mob take the stage in Redway tonight.
De La Soul and Goodie Mob will be rhyming some of the
first hip hop beats in seven years for southern Humboldt,
while Fishbone will be performing for the third time at the
Mateel.
Fishbone will be exhibiting their unique blend of tunes
critics find hard to typify, providing something for everyone
“We gotalittle bit of ska, we got some rock steady, we got
some rock ‘n’ roll and we got some funk. We got some
Fishbone,” stated frontman Angelo Moore in a press release. “It’s the raw dog
style.”
The ska-thrash band which put Los
on the
alternative
music scene map in the mid 1980s
has been
known to put on some pretty wild shows. Mosh pits at
Fishbone shows rarely leave fans unscathed. Bruises,
scrapes and a putrid mixture of sweat from fellow moshers
are
almost guaranteed.

Nevertheless,
fans flock
to Fishbone
shows for

the high-energy
fix
the band
provides in
live performances.
It’s almost a given
that Moore will per-

forman obligatory
stage dive into

the audience,

bringing his
microphone
with him.

Sai
The occasional lucky fan gets to sing along with Moore to
Fishbone standards such as “Ma and Pa” or “Lyin’ Ass

Bitch.” Other less fortunate fans get to walk away with

Moore’s boot waffle imprinted on their forehead.
The group is touring to support its latest album, “Chim
Chim’s Badass
” which was released
last summer.
Since the release ofits first, self-titled EP in 1985, Fishbone
has continually been an adventure in musical styles, mixing
ska, funk, blues, rock and jazz.
“(Ska) makes me want to dance,” Moore stated. “It’s
dance music, especially the ska that came about in the mod
era, mixed in with the rock and roll — that upbeat thing
happening
in there.”

“Chim Chim’s Badass Revenge,” marked the group’s
debut on the Rowdy Records label.
“I was literally naked in the studio,” Moore stated. “We

got basic on this album, just guitars, bass guitar and horns
— it’s a lot more meat and
i
“We wanted to put everybody’s ideas into the
kettle and work together to make something that

was our collective identity,” stated Phil D. Fish, the
band’s drummer.
Krissy Mooney of Sound Conceptions, promoter of the Redway event, attributes Fishbone’s

love of Humboldt County to bringing the hip
hop sound and their U.S. tour ona rare jaunt up
the North Coast.

“They're definitely a big part of why we got
De La Soul and Goodie Mob,” she said of

Fishbone.
“They just love it up here.”
De La Soul will feature heavier beats
from their newly released “Stakes is
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Goodie Mob, which uses a lot of harmonizing, will bring
a different flavor of hip hop to the show.
The group, which Mooney described as “even having a
little gospel sound,” will perform with a full-piece band.

Members of Goodie Mob will also take time to meet

concertgoers before the show. When arranging a show, the
group has the promoter contact area schools “to tell the kids
to come before the show,” Mooney said.
“They want to meet the kids of this community and talk
to them a little bit,” she said. “They do that at every show.”
One dollar from the revenue of every ticket sold on the
tour will be donated to the Red Hot’s Organization.
Probably most widely known for its compilations, including Red Hot + Blues and Red Hot + Country, the Red Hot’s
non-profit organization is an AIDS prevention and relief

effort which gives money to AIDS research.
Tickets are $19 in advance and $21 at the door.

Goodie Mob will kick off the show at 6 p.m. and music
will last until 11. Those wishing to talk with
Goodie Mob should arrive earlier.
Fortunately, fans won’t have to wait an-

».

other seven years for more hip hop to be

&

featured at the Mateel. Sound Conceptions
is scheduling another show featuring popular Bay Area hip hop acts at the Mateel
in early November. For information on upcoming Sound Conceptions shows, or to be put
on the mailing list, call 923-

DOWN.
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Chamber music with a groove
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Chamber music is
nolonger relegatedto
elevators or sedate
ensembles.
Turtle
Island
String Quartet has been influential
in changing the opinion that “all
chamber music is written by dead
white guys.”
The unique sounds ofthe Turtle
Island String Quartet is coming to
the Van Duzer Theatre on Saturday at 8 p.m.
“We want to show that different
kinds ofmusiccan
come together,”
Mark Summer, cellist for the quartet, said in a telephone interview
from Oakland. Turtle Island has a
reputation of being a “connecting
point for the rich diversity of
American music.”
Influences on the quartet range
among Beethoven, The Beatles,

Charlie Parker and Jimi Hendrix.
There isn’t one particular genre
that the quartet can be placed in.
Turtle island’s blending of rock,
jazz, blues,pop and bluegrass creates a category unto itself.

Summer
describes
the quartets music
as “very
group ori-

ented alter-

native
chamber music with a groove.”
The quartet has toured in Europe, Japan, Southeast Asia, South
America and Canada.
“European audiences are more
familiar with the variations
of chambermusic,” Summer said. “Ameri-

can audiences are relieved that the
music isn’t stuffy.”
Turtle Island’s energetic performances and jazzy improvisations help to “loosen things up a
bit” for the audience, often suc-

ceeding in getting the audience to
their feet.
The quartet consists of Darol
ao (violin, baritone violin),
racy Silverman (violin), Danny
Seideaberg (viola, violin) end Mark
Summer (cello).
Turtle Island members, com-

bined, have over 100 years of ex-

perience playing music. The mem-

bers all have an average of 30 years

PHOTO COURTESY OF CENTERARTS

ee

playing experience.

Summer began playing piano at
the age of 7. He later learnedto
play the cello, but found that most
of the music was “too strict.” He
started improvising on the cello,
creating an outlet for his compos-

Last

ing. Summer also played in a rock
band while in high school.

Each member of Turtle Island

has an impressive musical background that has “improved the

are both graduates of the Julliard
School of Music. Darol Anger

played with the David Grisman
Quintet from 1975 to 1984, where
he “helped pioneer the new acous-

caliber of the music.” Tracy
Silverman and Danny Seidenberg

See Turtle,
page 28
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Killing time |
being two ind a half hours long). Still,
it is worthy of the $6.50 ticket price.
“A Time to Kill” tells the story of a
black father, Carl Lee Harley—
played by Samuel L. Jackson
- — on trial for murder, for
into his own

hands

his 10-year-old

cecilia anlinias tipehecd nat
maitmaia
—

As his defense attorney, Jake Brigance,

kkk

we find the almost unknown actor Matthew

(out of 5)

Often times movies based on books are

not as
as the book itself. “A Time to
Kill” could beanother example ofthis theory,
but, this time, the movie is almost as good.
Director Joel Schumacker (director of
“The Client”) gives his magic touch to John
Grisham's novel and the result is a terrific
movie, full of intensity and without a boring
moment.
This movie has the same problem as any
based on a book: There is not

time

to cover the whole book, and the movie

lacks some important moments (despite

McConaughey, who turns out to be wonderful. His role in this movie is a young
white liberal lawyer, born in Mississippi,
who is against all the racism and discrimination that still exist there.
He does some terrific acting and without
adoubt he wasa
pick for the character.
Samuel L. J
is also great. He looks
like he really feels the story the movie is
telling. His character is a hard worker living
ina hostile area, trying to feed his family with

the meager salary he is given.
Academy.

i

aicaiaiatnsadnilarmade anand cevalisatlatrtoliate
beaten end raped in “A Time to Kill.”
cused even though he understands the posibrother
of one of the dead rapists,
who detion of the father.
cides to call the KKK to sway the decision of

thejury.

Sandra Bullock is also great as Ellen, alaw

student who helps Brigance, even after re-

The movie
is pretty faithful
to the novel.
The director's recreation has been almost

“a
Sutherland plays Freddie Cobb,

perfect.

915 H St, Arcata
SOSSESOSSSSOECOSES

‘THE

METRO

CDS &

TAPES

THE METRO HAS IT ALL
*MAJOR NEW RELEASES ON SALE FOR 2 WEEKS
*LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW CDs IN THE AREA
_ “SPECIAL ORDERS - no extra charge
*FRIENDLY SERVICE
*TERRIFIC SELECTION OF USED CDs
*BUY, SELL, TRADE USED CDs
*TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR MOST LOCAL SHOWS

COMPUTERIZED
MUSIC LOOK-UP

|

?

SYSTEM

THE METRO CDs & TAPES
888 G STREET

ON THE PLAZA * ARCATA
822-0016
* OPEN EVERY DAY

by immigrant tension
Delaney’s shock turned to. an-

mage

851 Bayside Road, Suite A, Arcata, CA (707) 822-7641
(707) 822-4851 FAX

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT L.D.

ger, then outrage, as herealized the
immigrant was camping out — liw-

ing—inhis canyon,
the
and
ronment he held so dear.

“The Tortilla Curtain”
T. Coraghessan Boyle

HSU
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woven together a master-

piece of a tale in “The Tortilla Curtain,”

“
P aculty Artist
Series
onibs
yf

honic Band
Oat Band (7:30 pm)

University
Ticket Office. - 826-3928
Music Dept. Concert Line - 826-5496
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immigrants now on every
corner in the city.
The

:
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slow-healing

Candido and América,

who is pregnant, ‘spend

their days hoping to get work

at the labor exchange, where more and
more immigrants line up each day in hopes of mak-

ing a few dollars to head off starvation for another

have-nots.
The story centers around the lives of two couples:

day, until the labor exchange is shut down.
The Rincéns don’t know how they will eat, let
alone get an apartment, “a simple one, just one

an upscale, newly-gated hilltop community aptly
named “Arroyo Blanco” in the mountains
of Los
Angeles County, and Cndido and Amica Rincén
off starvation
in the land of
ag
pe
60
al
ga
canyon
‘
Each couple lived their own existence, unaware of
the other except in the most
sense, until they
collide
in a freak accident when Céndido is struckby
*s new Acura and thrown into the brush, his
face
a smashed and bloody mess, his body bruised,
Refusing medical care, the torn and raw immigrant
asked for money instead.

room, with a bathroom and hot water,” before the

hoping that
it was thepainfull
end
of Delaney
this ni gave him hen $20,CAndido
hobbled
back down the trail towards his camp in the canyon.

TaVaSLOGUic

1
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Delaney Mossbacher and his wife Kyra, who live in

FP

PU

-

. 19

and seven other novels, has

don’t want them here, but about the haves and the

Wind Serenades

|

T. Coraghessan Boyle,
award-winning author’ of

only Mexican immigrants and the Americans who

a
2

to the mountain community in
the first place, to get away
from the influx of Mexican

$11.95 paperback

now in paperback, speaking
s
out about
‘today’s society and relations between not

en

After all, this was why he moved

Penguin Books

“The Road to Wellville”

trash
envi-

Hi

Perms

coming winter and the birth of their baby.
Residents of Arroyo Blanco, alarmed, angry and

g rising population ofMexicans for the ills
blaminthe
of today’s society, vote to erect first a gate into the

community, then a cement wall around the perimeter to keep them out.

Although nature columnist Delaney abhors the

idea of a wall, more and more each day he finds
idea he
with the mind ofa racianst,
himself

also abhors because he is a liberalist.
ent
brings Rincén
the freak accident
From themom

and Mossbacher into close contact, the lives of these

two couples gradually come together again in an
that will not only surprise the reader, but
wanting more.
leave

“*
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the same level of quality as its

predecessor.
’
The highlight
of this release is
Hole’s cover of the Fleetwood
Mac hit “Gold Dust Woman.

=e

Holeplays aheavily distorted and
=
sped up version of this classic.
=e
more thannreTheir rendisitio

==

PJ Harvey,
Seven Mary Three
and former Four Non Blondes

singer, Linda Perry, all contrib-

ute likable songs to the “City Of
Angels” soundtrack.
_ Harvey’s

rity, Thee eonaears Be vores

A few songs, such as iggy
Pop’s live version of “I Wanna

Be Your Dog” or Bush's “In a
Lonely Place,” lose steam be-

song.

.

guitar bends a la Mazzy Star.
The rest of this CD is pretty
much a potpourri of medioc-

fore the vaporizer is even
Be

Ns,

ee

song,

Cousin,” is a powerful,
bizarre piece which fits. this

soundtrack perfectly. It is as el-

egantly twisted as any of her previ-

“Shelf Life” by Mary Seven
Three contains assorted flavors of
thythm guitar textures flowing with
Various Artists
The Crow “City of Angels”
Bad Bird Productions

melancholic vocals.
Linda Perry’s “Knock Me Out”
showcasesaconsistentlevel
ofrich,

Cc

This is further augmented
by some
powerful
and
sustaining notes con-

While there area few good songs
on the “City of Angels”
soundtrack, it fails to reproduce

- to harmonious coffeehouse

all points
r in be- highly
- regandula

strong, deep and bitter singing.

If you. think you know

tributed by rock legend, Grace
Slick. The fine

work is ac-

companied by subtle and moody .

_Classified Ads work!
~@ Place ads at the University Ticket Office in

“Nelson Hall East.
¢$5/ 25 words (Student discount: $2/ 25 words!)
© Deadline: Fridays at 4 p.m. before Wednesday

publication.

aes

ec | 826-3259 for more, information.

The Rathsbheller
AT THE EUREKA INN
Import & Domestics Beers © Yardsof Ale
Live Music Friday & Saturday Nights .
(No Cover Charge)

om

Wednesday & Thursday © 5:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.
Friday & Saturday ¢ 5:00:p.m. to 2:00 a.m. ~
Closed Sunday, Monday & Tuesday
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Saturday's concert at the Van

Insults every Friday.
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of Pink Floyd’s “Wish You ent singers and not a lot or reWere Here,” the album seems _ verb, then youneed to add this

dents and seniors.

voking

and $12 for stu- | "+o grow from this thought-pro-

eral ee

tune to encompass an

to your collection.
album

— Daniel Widmer

Indoor Climbing
Equipment
Lessons

Learn to climb in a safe,

controlled environment
at

Humboldt

E _

County's

only indoor climbing wall.

GYMNASTICS
EXPRESS
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= for information.

A reader's guide to The Lumberjack.
Every week, The Lumberjack provides HSU and the surrounding

community with the most complete news, entertainment and sports
| coverage available. Here’s a breakdown of what we offer ...

© Campus: The most comprehensive coverage of HSU that can be found anywhere. Period.
© Community: Turn to Arcata’s only weekly newspaper for the best in community coverage
‘tas well.
e Science: At a campus full of science majors, we figured it made sense to specialize.
© Special Assignments: In-depth coverage of a particular issue or topic, brought to you
|
—.
every other week.
© Scene: Entertainment news from here to Hollywood.
© Sports: Full of features, profiles and previews of every HSU sporting team.
| © Opinion-Edif
The orial:
section which gives you the chance to speak your mind.
© This Week: Weekly listing of all the concerts, event, lectures and meetings on campus and
re
in the community.

| The Lumberjackis published every Wednesday of the
school year except holidays and breaks. Pick one up at
|
a newsstand on campus near you.
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Thomas has reason to smile

Freshman on way to breaking acre
eEOTaT

record until after the Hawaii Hilo

Already on track to break the
single-season volleyball record for
blocks, HSU freshman Maegan
Thomas’ future is as bright as her

Ihad a chance to break the record,
so I set thatas my goal for the

Tournament.
“After the tournament
I realized

Thomas, whose nickname is

away from
“Smiley”, is 46 blocks

season,” Thomas said. “By stay-

ing
an
We
be

my game
focused I canimprove
willie tidle Gaara diigeevs
are a young team and should
really strong in the next few

breaking coach Tina Reddish’s

single season record of 101.
Only a freshman, es
Thom
leads as
the team
cks
in blois third in,kills
“Maegan is a great keeper of
and third in serviceaces.
She is aleo sixth in the
Northern California

est in me,” Thomas said. “Once I
saw the school, met coach Raddish

and some peopleup here,
I knew

dds otis dea cchad tor soo. The
area up here

is so different,
it’s

kind of like a new lifestyle.”
Thomas's nickname comes from

her never-ending positivity, motivation and energy on and off the

positive

COU,
“Maegan is a great

keeper

of positive en” Raddish said.

TINA RADDISH
volleyball coach

“Recordsaremeantto —~
be broken, but if she gets too close
I may have to take her out,”

said jokingly. “Seriously,
Raddish

Maegan is doing such a great job
this year that she has a strong
chance to break the record.”

leyball was not her forte while

growingup in Agoura.

“I played soccer for 13 yearsand
that was my main sport,” Thomas
school
high nin
said.“Asafreshma
and
all
I was introduced to volleyb
_made varsity. We had a good team
and I had a lot of fun during high

mas has a shot to break the record.
“There seems to be enough

—

she could
he caid.

record,

about going to

energy.”

Athletic Conference in
blocks.

oo

“I was

eagle Ui 1 tak eae
when Humboldt
showed an inter-

on the water polo team at the Unisaid
versity of Southern California,

about big plays that it tends to
keep the whole team inspired.”
On the recent
road trip to the
Hawaii Hilo Tournament, Tho-

mas’ smiling face caused a stranger
to take notice.
“The team was on the road and
time tolookaround
had some

ideiehntiales.

wt tamed a ‘tor . “A stranger was walking up
soars
as she was named team the street towards us and when he
During her senior year she

Thomas, whose father played

side. She

at
ps5
by the L.A. Times. After her seee

KEITH SHEFFIELD
/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

said, ‘Hey Smiley.’
saw Maeghean

That just shows how positive and

she didn’t even know about the

Hasogen Thoenas (17), though only a freskeen, has becoms known for moves

lao this one end is on pace to break the HSU season record for blocks.

Sea Themes,
page 34

World of sports available on Worl d Wide Web

in.
were from or events they participated

CaN
You can get on the web and download

einalnsee
clearly 20 you ee
ing at things that don’t interest you. This
page contains

ene
en
any Olympic aficionado could hope for.
are
There

some great pic-

software. You can get on the web and see just the right

amount of i
mationfortheaverage sports fan,
ing the in‘formation overload.

tures on this
worth
page
checking out.
There are more
reasons to check
out this page be-

scores from around the country.
Now, there is more information about
Teer
a
was Shaquille O’Neal'sfree-throwper-

chor Quips —
favori
Get your
anentr
famous
chors

tures, though.
Thereisabreakdown of each
country’s perfor-

peating.

Kenny Mayne’s
“] am the king of ©

event.
This page is

.
finest
The
barges ad chetes fo almy teammates”

sports fans —
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Soccer teams ready for NCAC action
Gy Gsstave Higesrocte:

penalty box, attacking the back of

LUMBERJACK STAFF

the defense from the flanks— the

English style,” he said.
The
HSU
week,
to see

NCAC season for the two
soccer teams begins this
and soccer fans can expect
some action.

The Redwood Tournament
showed the two faces of the team.

While beating Bentley, 2-1, was a
good example of the strength of

going to have to stabilize a little

bit.”

The coach used the preseason
to become familiar with the players and to get all the players some
experience to allow him to identify the starting lineup.

the team, the second game
against Dominican, a 2-1

loss, was disappointing.
Thebest thing about the

After last year’s results, 7-11-1
overall and 7-6-1 conference
records, Coach Alan Exley has

decided to change his priorities
for
the men’s team.
Last season, the team was defensively oriented. This year his strategy will be more offensive.
Exley’s priority this season
is to

champion

“There are not weak
teams in the conference,”
he said.

“If would pick a favorite I would
say Sonoma and if I was picking a

tack besed in the flanks, he thinks

toan daiautiincticlidinent ef

his team could have a successful
season.
he wants the team to

the title I would pick ourselvesor
Davis, with Chico as an outsider to
do that.”
HSU has an overall record of $-

play with a system based on German and English strategies.
“We prefer the German style,
with short passes in the back half of

3-0, a slow start, Exley said.
“That’s what happens with
oe
teams,” Exley said. “But I
we have the talent to win
the conference title, but we are

the field, more patience. But once

we penetrate the
ing half we
would like to put the ball in the
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Anchor Steam
$5.50
$2.25
$1.25
pitcher
glass
pint
$.75
$1.75
$3.50
Bud & Miller

THURSDAY
NIGHT SPECIAL
$1.50
pint
$2.25

$3.50
pitcher

$5.50

Jamaica

Red

Mad River Brewing Co.
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begin their second conference sea-

son as an intercollegiate team.

foundation for the program,
Coach
Kim
Benson said, and with a

ALAN EXLEY
men’s soccer coach

FE

I

RR
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ae

Dp

“Now I feel that we have done
that and we should try to focus on
the top 1 1 and two or three substi-

players will play peak: games,

least one of the best teams
in the conference.

Benson said this sea-

“Qur conferences very tough,”
she said. “Sonoma, Chico and

tehee ‘also have plagued the
‘Jacks. They lost Michael Cottrell,

to do well, Benson
said she is also
realistic
and doesn’t want
to have

nor injuries,
but they could play if

the coach needs them, Exley said.

to change for the conference
sched-

expects the Jacks to beat

tutes and really solidify he team,”

in 1995, with a hamstring injury,
and still don’t know when he will
recover. Other players have mi-

this season.”
The team’s strategyis not going
ule, but the team will have a differ-

Davisare still some of the top teams
and we can finish in the top three.”

who was an all-conference player

“With this team we could win
be very
would e,
but!enc
the confer
will be,”
the resulter
happy whatev
she sad, “My team has shown that
they are capable of being very competitive, and I am sure they will be

oung team like this, she

-Sonoma State.

dictate the pace of the game. With
a high-pressure defense
and an at-

glass
$1.25

Though the women’s ‘team
played a tough preseason schedule this year, the ‘Jacks are set to

“| believe we have the talent to win
the conference title, but we are going
to have to stabilize a little bit.”

base of the team, and

only three of last year’s starters
were lost.

Women

to bea
son
This seahas

team in the conference is

defending

0
will be

Although she expects the team

false hopes.

Last year the team finished fifth

in the conference, with an overall
record of 7-7-1 tied a conference
record
of 2-7-1.

This year 14 returning
players

ent look. Benson said different
ing on

Henry
*sbathasbeen
scaliabed clit eadiena, re
<a
predict
that at least one

pice wile
ger a
run record next year (in
addition to every position

and
& C St. Eureka
he

neg

league in the U.S.

there for every professional

sports team that you can
think of, even some youcan't.

# Looks
like Tempe isn'tas
friendly a town for the Nebraska
Cornhuskers
as it once was.

© Obscure college football

score of the week: Wilkes 21,
14.

e Even Jimmy Johnson can’t
save a Marino-less
Miami team.
¢ In HSU soccer, Armando

the

late

runner,

2Street@Northcoast.com

fessional women’s basketball
There’s a web page out

How ironic:
Tiger Woods
finally has enough money to
pay fora Stanford education...
now that he’s left the school.
¢ Warner Bros. will
be filming the scenes of the 1972
in Southern
Munich
California
for its movie about

445-3155
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SALE

19 through

28

20

CUSTOM FRAMING ¢ REDI-MADE FRAMES

Steve

Prefontaine.
I guess the directors wanted a place where terrorism
is prevalent.

Avila is scoring more than Wilt

are long-lasting, fun, and easy to use. High-quality
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Bikes from $249.98
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Men's soccer splits
series in land
weekend
of flannel
and grunge

Weight Watchers At Work!
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The men’s soccer team split a

SS
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Joanne Berke @826-3630

Martial Art In The World
CLASSES
NOW FORMING
BE PART OF THE TEAM!
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Coast

trip

GRACIE

The 25th-ranked ‘Jacks beat
Regis, 1-0, in Denver on Friday
on Milena Slapar’ss goal, then tied

Jitse

Northern

Colorado,

0-0, in

Greeley on Sunday. Northern
Colorado
is the top-ranked team

in the Southwest Region.
Julie Raup completed her
shutout
Sunday and leads the conference
in fewest goals allowed per game
at 0.42.
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Sat

te

ee Seem te
Armando
Avila strengthened his
henner
with a goal and an assist
the ‘Jacks (3-3-0) moved into the
No.9 spotin the
Coach Alan Exley said Friday’s
game was played on AstroTurfina
driving rain, but Sunday’s game
was an inspiration.
“We couldn't
have asked for better preparation for our conference
than Seattle University,” he said.

For more information call:

North

lan Sf Soe

weshend

The ‘Jacks (3-1-2)
conference schedule
State
The Pioneers
are
0-5-0 after losing, 12-0, to San
Bernardino
State last weekend.
Tove rae
onmonn SP
this season.
*
“The conference is going to
very
” Coach Kim
v
Ble?
io
8 going to be

LS

Humboldt

Gree

7a

Apat

Friday
at Cal State Stanislaus (2-21)and
then travel to Hayward
(0-50) on Sunday.

Heas leads women's

cross country
to sweep;
men second
Transfer
Melody Haas won the
‘women's
race by 17 seconds at
Saturday's Stanislaus Invitational

to lead a Lumberjack
sweep of the
top six places. Haasranatime of 18
remy29 seconds on the 3.1-

Jeka compiled
proc
San Francioc Sate by 60 pein.
Natalie vShely Na Courtney
Cannizzaro,

Giambastiani
rounded out the top
five
for HSU.
The men's team, running with a

tinent

$450 to $625 per mo.
3 Bedroom Shared Units

$255 to $285 per mo.
$10/mo. for
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came up short

ool losing to the

Warriors,028-33. Luke Roundy
led the way for the ‘Jacks, placing
eae

"The ache will tabe a week off
beline caaaile he Basdbiaton
tational on Oct. 5.
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‘Jacks stand up for
potential season-ending injury to
Te coutrban haart
Shipe early in
beat Azusa Pacific on
the ‘ood, $7-35, on Saturday.

een
first series of the game wi
rated shoulder, bat Percy M
rushed for 187 yards and scored
three touchdowns
to earn his sec-

ond straight
NCAC player of the
week title.
quarterback
passed
for 204
yards
in relief
The "Jacks (2-1 scored 14
ints in the fourth quarter to reund from a 21-7 deficit.
McGee's
three scores moved him
into a tie for fifth place in the national scoring rankings. He said

ee

when its quarterback
was injured.
“We knew we had to run the
ball more when Shipe went
down,” he said. “If we hadn’t had
our heads focused and in the game

ete

will play UC Davis on Oct. 5 at

can!

See Clips,
page 33
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University Praise

ens

j

where the flock likes to 90
Every week college students like you come, JUST AS THEY ARE,
to a place designed especially for them, and together they SEEK THE

~aOn

TRUTH about God. We always have GREAT MUSIC and a

DOWN

TO EARTH message. It is a relaxed place where any person

can seck God without pressure. At University
Praise, it’s ok to BE
YOURSELF and experience the Christian FAITH in your own way.

It happens Sunday Nights at 7:30 P.M. at Trinity Baptist Church
2450 Alliance
Rd, Arcata.

A campus shuttle will pick you up at the

bottom
of the “J” at 7:20.

BySReeae

Sagserer

aoe

BeReeeer

ceecocct

|

A place for our generation.

TOD Noses
Weekdays
Monday-Friday
1 1:30- 1:30p.m.

Jacoby's
Storehouse,
Arcata

“Knowing

clon

personally,
I see her connected to her

od fond She is able to balance all aspects of

her life and does so with a lot of personal integrity.”

Audrey Maynot, sudentathiete,
Humboldt
Sate

University

will

bring

a much needed perspective to the bench.

| S's cet onl sel eudfied ets the box qualified wo
serve.” Alex Stiliman, former mayor of Arcata,
91996 BDomocrat
of the Year

“Joyce and I have worked together, and Ihave no ~

hesitation in supporting her as our Judge.”
Wien

Dantes, profesor, Mhunboldt Hate

“I strongly

ees

to all in the
Her commitment

atten betan cence chai

Mark Colwell, professor, Humboldt State

(one

eo

HARICHS JEDGE

The

Thomas
* Continued
from pege 79
happy she is all of the time and
how her smile affects everyone
around her.”

So far this semester, studies and

volleyball have not been too much

of a burden for Thomas.
“I’m
so busy with volleyball
and
school that it takes my mind off of
being homesick,” Thomas said.
“But I’ve been a busy person my

whole life so I’m kind of used to
it.”
Thomas somehow finds a way

to smile through her busy days
and long nights.
Raddish also said Thomas is a
fired-up person who smiles so
much because she is happy and
enjoys what she is doing.
“My goal my whole life has been
to play a competitive sport for a
college,” Thomas said with a
smile. “I’ve had such a great expe-

rience here so far that I don’t think

é

PHOTO COURTESYOF HSU SPORTS INFORMATION
Tina Roddish, right, plays game in 1989, the year she set the HSU blocks record.
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I could have gone to another
school.”
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EDITORIAL
Smoking ban will hurt business,
jeopardize personal freedom
A movement
within the California
is on the verge of banning smokingin
sll tiitlasa ici iden cutabilhanant las a cepeutil ioora eilhadeceeite veillanon
for smokers.

While the state is to be commended for its ban on
would rob smokers ofa traditional haven and

aeees

any

er ee ceeey Satine ins ele age,

in other public areas, this
push them outside.
Aten
Seteting, tease

are the two primary vices the government so far has not prohibited by law.
can choose to
Bars have been, and should continue
to be, a venue
at which people

associate with others who enjoy drinking and smoking ‘ead

enw Wise wetgeet
before entering a bar. First of all, alcohol will be consumed, sometimes in selfdestructive quantities. Second, there will most likely be drunken exchanges between
intoxicated individuals. Finally, it is a given that some people will be smoking.
Smoking cigarettes and indirectly inhaling smoke are unhealthy consequences of
some bars. People who don’t like smoke should remember that if they don’t want to
witness or experience it, they should have the incentive, will power and common sense
to stay away from a bar where people smoke.
There are many
other than bars to be sociable. If alcohol is all one is looking
for, there are also many other places to get it besides stepping inside a bar.
This legislation would hurt the bar owners. Business in bars would most likely drop
if patrons were not allowed to smoke. The only other forseeable option for smokers
outside the front doorof the bar, stepping outside whenever
would
be to co
one wanted a “smoke break.”

This would also be to the bar's disadvantage because it would congest the entrance
tial customers from entering.
and dissuade
If smoking is not banned in bars, entrepreneurs would have the opportunity to open

bars which would cater to non-smokers. There are already such bars in existence,
clientele to support such ventures.
proof that there is a sufficient
non
The point is that if there were both smoking and non-smoking bars, customers

would have the freedom to choose which to patronize. If smoking is banned in bars
completely, that freedom of choice becomes much smaller.

Letters
to the editor
Kamm hasn't
learned much
I would like to make a few com-

ments about Les von? —

Senbotieee takes a0
perdi a Sept 18 eon
Kamm would

Itseemsas
have learned

easy to make statements like “the

world will go on without Headwaters ... "and that is probably true.

- But without environmental
victo-

Don’t be a dork when you are

interested
in someone. And for my

is a good deal and cheap com-

heterosexual sisters, I would say

pared to other states.

Meena

ries like Headwaters,
the question man

gph occ
I
belive it was Margaret
Mead
who said
ing to the effect
that all it takes is a group of concerned and dedicated
citizens to
bring about change ... in fact,
it is
the only thing that ever has!
A powerful statement that we

from his
experience wi
the Vietnam-era protests —
positive
can come about, no matter

should
all ponder.

convictions
and heart.

Woman writes

article would have been much more
i if he had mentioned
the
dedicated individuals
who are ti
tryingto

back to column

eenetannS

you. Approach ~

him fret that’s hee you prefer.
Why wait for boys or girls to hiton
you anyway? Women agd men

‘ould’ feelike they have to succumb to those
roles.
As for you
boys
ahasibakinemanaenbe
ing hit on bya woman or man, then

make positive change for the well-

Sane te

Senecio

OK Christina Begley it's time
for you to listen
up. Not all boys
that read your editorial from Sept.
18 in The |
are inter-

as

te we are all onan eet
runs rampant
in our
ot. Wotan ene
vereer
& majority
population
would rather click on a football
game, sit back and enjoy a steak,
than what you
while one of the largest groves of
redwoods left on this planet fallsto su ggested. So for all us queer
out there who might have
the
ax. We
know

cree

us got arrested last Sunday. It is so

that

candidate

Also, in our state’s community

college system, rates have skyrocketed
over 300 percent durSocata

nesses. What about
ing
dents with small incomes?

felt left out — the same concepts

apply!

stu-

I recently attended the debate
between North Coast Assembly
candidates in Arcata. Being an

concerned citizen call in during
the debate
and ask the candidates
=e
H

I

with Republican Margie

when
she said that a Cali-

arrested and were allowed to leave

Jailed for civil
disobedience
On cae

citation re“Necessity
my name or
authorities.

Thisled directly to my arrest. I felt

cent in the last seven years.

lot about people with small busi-

HSU student, it was good to hear a

of us crossed the line onto Pacific
Lumber Co.’s property. Most gave
theirnameand identification when

the premises with a
fines.
Invoking the
doesn’t understand or °
Act,” I did‘not give
appreciate
the effect of CSU fee
identification to the
increases
that have risen 104 perimpression

and helping people become of
value to the workforceby
geti
a
degree
is what HSU provides for the North Coast.
This
mustbe preserved
for everyone.
It is difficult to j
school,
renf and a job to pay for it all.
Candidate
worriesa

ture generations.

that and that’s the reason 1,033 of

However, I am left with the

Pete Nichols

how slight, ifone follows his or her
I think Kamm’s attempt at an

fornia State University education

rome 15, during

that this was my only course of
action and the only means available to achieve an audience in the

See Letier:,
page 36
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Letters

Dole drops more goodies into
already weird campaign

courts for the explicit purpose of
addressing the conservation of

Is it me or is the presidential
campaign getting
a bit surreal?
Perhaps in the four- vous den

jiitew

ddd aa teh died,

Pos

aliens

andineGas alienate Nevertheless, things
just seem

to be getting weirder by the day.
Ha woe sin esas orca

L.A. resident

* Continved
from page 35

nated va

irst o
deathe Loe An
Dodgers as eB
Dodgers in a speech. Nothing
is until you take into account

dat las Domina ubvad Wake Weadlly ts Low lapis ts love,
nearly
40 years ago.
_ Later,
Dole literally fell into the limelight by tumbling
off stage

hands with supporters.
Not to be rude or
but this was absoa
seen in a long ti

Headwaters Forest.
Thenatural resources and wildlife, whose habitat is Headwaters,
have attained a social and envi-

ronmental
value far surpassing the

material worth of the commodi-

ties this natural resource may produce.
Therefore,
the imminent threat
of Pacific Lumber’s intentions to
harvest Headwaters Forest has

—

I cannot, as a responsible
resident of this community, allow invaluable private property to be

consumed
and lost forever.

I feel I have a moral responsiae
ee to make sure

rt hobo

expecting

Dole
Nelson Warfield stated in a Rueters news article
that if the candidate could take a tumble like that and hop right back
up, then he could also “go a couple of rounds with Mike Tyson.”
Now that’s a pay-per-view match I'd shell out $40 to see.
What's in a number?
Much attention has been given to Bob Dole’s age and his ability to
actas president. A USA Today/CNN/Gallup
Poll showed 72 percent
of adults think Dole is not too old to be president while only 25
percent
say he is too old.

Of the thousand or so adults surveyed, however, only about 25
percent
know how old the 73-year-old candidate really is.
ee

Thumbe down, | guess ...

Last week, the American public was treated yet again to “Bob
Dole’s Flick Picks,” in which the candidate lets everyone know
exactly what he thinks about movies he hasn’t even seen.
We got our first taste of this last year when Dole condemned Oliver
Stone’s “Natural Born Killers” as, more or less, a film which con-

doned violence and provided an example of why this nation is s0
f**ked up.
At the same time, he cited Amold

*s “True Lies”

as a worthy example of family values. I’m not sure ifhe watched this
one either. The main character spends most of the film lying to his
wife and daughter. The female lead is exploited sexually in several
scenes. Not to mention the fact that she attempts to
onan extramarital affair for half the movie. Family values in the truest sense of the
term.

River do not represent everyone
peuniiphebert tire
- ea

ce anak
ased and ignorant statements
lished in last week’s letters column
in The
jack titled “Please
leave L.A. behind.”
As a former L.A. resident attending HSU, I feel that the
author’s conceptions of what
e from L.A. are like were way
offthe
mark. From what theauhor
implied, L.A. residents are selfengrossed anti-environmentalists.
There are many environmentally
conscious individuals in Los Angeles county. Personally,
my family has been
for over 20
years. I’m not just talking aluminum cans. I’m talking about milk

a
of

Scam
ace: alee
Theactions
I have taken are for white paper and plastics.
Los
has had an extenthe past, the present and the fusive
program since the
ture.
late
1980s.
The past is for the indegenous
In reference
to theauthor’s comWeoot who lived
i
with nature in the vast forest of ment about the smog in L.A., it is
which Headwaters
is only a remee

and preserve
what is left of
Gubnubticnaitutsealrecshs

ON

Skateboard
park a reality
I would like to pass on the

news that the Arcata Skate-

Park will soon bea reality.
Watch for the ground-breaking
ceremony
in mid-October at the
site which is just northwest
of the
Sunset A
i
101 inthe railroad
tracks and Highway
101 on Sanset Ave).

The site is currently
used as a
parking lot. When construction

of what once existed.
The presentis
for the deer hunters and fishermen
who love the
beauty of nature and their sport.
It is for the nature seekers,
birdwatchers
and the hikers. It is
for the necessity
of maintaining a
diverse ecosystem.
It is for tourism and pride in an unequaled
and invaluable habitat.
And the future is for my children and yours, so that they will
not have to visit the redwoodson
‘Seuditonmaadibhee de
cines and potential
avirin redwood
forest may offer. It is
the possibility of creating a

In short, it is wrong for the au-

thor to base
his opinions
of all
people om LA. ona few he ba
. There
are litterers
Scuahameatatentahsd. Alaed
was apparent
from his comments
that the author hasn't been to L.A.
in recent years, which has caused
him to be so misinformed.
Tammy Barnes

liberal studies muliple subject

sohpomore

Litterbugs in
Humboldt

ee

iis

nse

ig sees

about how

P

The weekly wrap-up
To sum upwae week's column, I give Bob Dole’s

ing from glory that nature
has be-stowed
on us all.

people litter

pieare

the hope that you will listen and
tw

may all have the
ing and learn-

tak

humor and sheer entertainment
value.
;
The American public gets a thumbs down for not being informed
enough
to know Dole’s real age, even though it feels informed enough
to
on his
to execute the office of president.
, I give Dole’s unnecessary movie reviews the
There's
movies
ret
and
one
Coby
VCR.
called
invention
anit lil

snterdiscinl;

legislation.

egal sad vaste oa
trap me behind iron walls, all in

cd scshds offthe ease teaahaer ora

taeos

nant. In the spirit of the Wiyot,
whose voices were weakenedby

, Dole continued to give Siskel and Ebert a run for their
money last week by a
ietdaec ae Fiction” and
cling hy
particularly by the
America.
hasn’t
nue
seen either Gia ignore Whe
ci cce Ge to dea on btek es te ae
negative
effects on its users.

Sh Tis

oe

offended

served.

up and exclaim, “Live from New York, it’s Saturday Night!”

ne

4 percentof
forest be pre-

on Sunday,
The p

hen

enouneredlongihe

oe

those he encountered
at the Mad
cote

“Whe Hombetit County Jail
Eureka

totes
to John
ao

I do not agree

about folks that live in Los Angeae

we are
urgin commutersto
please keep
off the site.
A large portion of construction
ee
aaah eit
nies, and we are grateful
and
to schedule construction
a
We aresorry to be removing
cect teat ee ange
near campus,

web iohedlateinas
away. Remember,
HSU students
for free.
Much community volunteer
effort has gone into this project.
Seeing construction
finally start
will be a great
joy. Thank you,
HSU Skateboard
Club for your
help. New volunteers
are always
needed. If you can play music at
one ofour

concerts, sell

T-shirts at fairs and booths, wield
a pick and shovel
or saw and
a
or do as pega

wie

Editor's note: The identity

but

tie aril

at Tiffany's (8th Street,

sometime, Bobby.

hnoa at 822-7556 for more
information.

ise chiaf the The Lumberjack. You can e-mail
Garland is
wcipetcntansaat
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Wasted years are only half bad
After graduating from

school in Los Angeles,
two

friends and I moved to Isla ista, which isa few miles north

of Santa Barbara. Randy and I went to the city collegein

sown, while Gary want to dhe Univeraty of Californe a
Santa Barbara, just down
the street.
We were
ies from high school and out of the house
for the first time. Needless to say, we cared more about
good time than
a good education.
I remember Randy as being
I've known
who could give the finger with his toes. He'd sit in the back
weohiwenail take offhis shoes and socks, stick his feet
out the window and flip off other drivers .- We'd crack up
because other drivers would look at his feet and wouldn't
know what the hell he was doing. Well, anyway, it was
funny back then.
Isla Vista was, and still is, nothing but square miles of

college students, and I use the term students advisedly. We

perservered through parties and naked encounters while
Jiox doing the bere minimum in school. I got passing
grades, but since I didn’t know what I wanted to be, my stay
there was a waste of time.
This was true for Randy until one day he received a call
ae
ener

attack. He took it hard and ran
from
the apartment. I never saw him
that was 28 years ago.
In June of this year, I was watching TV late at night. The

plea hats i

ete,

transformation.
As I watched him handle bones and demonstrate the
opposable thumb, I imagined what it would be like ifwe met

Channel was called “Apes to Man,

” During one segment at a

the narrator introduced oat

paleoanthropology.

Eastern univerisity,

thoes, professor of

It was the same last name, but this man looked nothing
like the Randy I once knew. He sat behind a desk in a

ee

ee

regen

he

but an eminent
man of

wondered iho thor’ = deeded boon thectisee of Rasdi’s )
again:

“Are you happy?” I'd have
to ask.

“Hell yes,” he'd probably
say. “Are you?”
“Not a lot,” I'd answer. “But I’m back at school taking
books. I tried to superimpose Randy’s face onto that of this ee
oe
eee
ee

darkened corner of a room filled with bins, bones and
man, but the fit was bad.

However, the minute he started to speak, I realized it was

Randy. The eminent Ph.D. nares me Ahm
hr
een
Cree ee
eae
ae
His face was now
and softer around ge
once bushy, blond hair had turned gray and thin. He spoke
with

assurance

and

used

words

iike

“austrolopithicanthropis,”
the once devlish twinkle in his

eyes now tempered by an impressive tranquility.
I couldn't believe that the wise guy, who used to flip
people off with his feet, was now a respected authority on
primates.
I remember he was from a close-knit
family and

He'd spare me the embarrassment
of

any

more personal questions and, after I begged
him, he'd give
me the finger with his toes.
Lately, I've found some consolation in the fact that my life
hasn't been so bad and that, in the end, it all comes down to

my perception
of what I've lost.
With half my life gone, the proper question seems to be:
Is my glass half empty or half full?
answer to that question depends on how
I guess anyone's
thirsty they are and right now I could really use a drink.

Kamm is opinion editor of The Lumberjack

Cut now, pay later

Protesters not all outsiders
am writing in response to the anti-environmen

tal reactions that have been voiced since the
rally
to save Headwaters
on Sept. 15.
Critics of the rally, and of the activists in general, have

made a point of describing them as
%

“rough

looking.”Is this

sige lap benar Orn dection to ng or
preservean

not have the idea that simply because I lose
my job, the

government should retrain free me fora different career.

Finally, I would like to respond to the people who
complained that the rally was a highly-funded, professional protest by outsiders who don’t

Guest Column

) careabout the effect that reclaiming Head-

? Do environmentalists

vnill workers dress like? Sure, thers were

plenty ofunconventionally
attired people,
but there were also plenty of people who might be seen
walking down any street in Eureka without raising an
enaen eet tnnee Ney
man
—
We should practice what
we preach
= stop the blatant
ing.
More importantly, I would like to comment on the
were out to take away
beliefofmany that these

the jobe of local workers (Humboldt Beacon, vol 95,

No. 38). There was evena report ofa bomb threat. This
want to
is a ridiculous accusation. Environmentalists
preserve the forest, not blow it up. If Charles Hurwitz
(owner of Pacific Lumber Co.) cared deeply about the

future ofhis own workers, he would not have tripled the
cutin the forest. Although this may have provided more
aveeths 2 tye rene aes So ee aoe
Sees
forever gone, the jobs will be gone with them.
-minded
By setting aside Headwaters,
people hope to save one of the last remaining oldgrowth forests in the world.
Certainly, the loss of jobs will cause a hardship for
some local people, many of whom come from families
who have been in the timber industry for generations.
However, many people across the country have been
offin many, many different occupations. Thisisone
of living in a free-market society. Only
Court justices have jobs for life. Other jobs
not beable
will
become available. oes
have
job that
“eeand work in tenblh Comey eae
job. To sccomplish
more fulfilling and financially stabledejob

fo

Iam payingto go to

per

ore

ten bh ccootehtenten.

sntsertionseeqnse hae

economy. The funds that were used to

organize the protest were donated by
citizens who care deeply about protect-

defend their stance by describing what

this

waters Forest would have on the local

do

ing this forest. The rally appeared professional because many people volunteered numerous
hours of their time to coordinate an event that will have
far-reaching, positive results.
Notall people at the rally were outsiders. Many locals
of this endangered ecosystem.
support the preservation
states a far away as Alaska
other
from
If people traveled

to show their support, this should tell everyone that this
is a national issue that is not going to go away.
the cost of the rally for local taxpayers: If
Concerning

you are truly concerned about the possible misuse of

your hard-earned tax dollars, which you should be, try
takingacloserlookatthe$1 6 billion bailout ofa savings
and loan in Texas that Hurwitz owned and that we are

still paying for.

In the long run, the protection of Headwaters Forest
is a good thing for everyone. Redwood forests are a
part of our local environment. I want the
ofall of Humboldt’s residents
great-great
to be able to walk beneath the green canopy and give
Cone Sera for allowing these giants to

Stone placard tthe aly proces, “We are not

youto save all of the ancient redwoods,96

to cs dead
STE
for
Eered by historians ee

dase” GU os coe
shortsightedness. Show

and intelligence— protect Headyour understanding
waters Forest.

Teresa
C. Tucker
freshnatural resource planning and interpretation
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CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—
on

spot

open

for

an

Arts

and

Humanities Rep.
Fulfill your
destiny
and call 826-4221.

">

RECEPTIONIST/SECRETARIAL
POSITION—$5.25-6.75/hour

beginning Spring 97

(approximately

20 hours/week). $4.75/hour during

nf

Fall 96 training period (4-6 hours/
week). Serves as receptionist
for
Associated Students offices and
takes minutes for Associated
Students
Council meetings. Submit
cover letter and resume to A.S.

Business
Office by Friday, October
11. Formore information
call Valerie
Andres, A.S. Office Coordinator,
826-3771.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS. In fact,be
the boss of the whole school. A.S.
Council positions are still available.
Call 826-4221,
LOOKING

FOR

SELF-

MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS with
the desire to create financial

freedom.

now available. All students are
eligible. Let
us help. For more info
call: (800) 263-6495 ext. F60473.
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING—
Entry-level & career positions
available

worldwide

Mexico,

Caribbean,

(Hawaii,

etc.).

Waitstaff, housekeepers, SCUBA
dive leaders, fitness counselors,
and
more.
Call:
Resort

Employment Services (206) 9713600 ext. R60473.

arena

for listings.

areas

tr ta alia

At home.

Toll free (800)

mee ee

sector grants & scholarships is

ee

FAST FUNDRAISER-Raise
$500
in 5 days~Greeks, groups, clubs,
motivated individuals. Fast, easy—
No financial obligation. (800) 8621982 ext. 33.

ee

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over $6 billion in public and private

$1000's POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Parttime. Athome. Toll
free 1(800) 898-9778 ext. R-8201

898-9778 ext. T-8201 for listings.

$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars.
No
required. Begin now.
For info call (301)306-1207.

Lumberjack

to

will notbe

SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porches, Cadillacs, ony,8,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps and

MACS, MACS, MACS. Macintosh
consulting,
repair affordable used
Macs for the Masses!
12/1
Jim Elferdink: 677-1946.

Your area. Toll free 1-800-

4wd's.

Classifieds
wants your
goodies.

TRAVEL
ABROAD
AND
WORK—Make up to $25-45/hr.
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages
information call: (206) 971-3570
ext. J60473.

RESPONDING

$1000's POSSIBLE TYPING. Part

eo

companies.
World travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment
available. For more information
call (206) 971-3550 ext. C60474.

BEFORE

time.

e--2.e

or land-tour

Join a 14 year old

company andheip to heal our planet!
For free information
call (800) 9272527 ext. 3830. Appr#101201.

“=

ships

FORSALE

898-9778 ext. A-8201 for current
listings.

with monitor,
LCill OSH
MACINT
mouse and lots of software. Call
.
The perfect
Mike for info, 839-4050
gift for the student who has nothing.

1970 D-100 TRUCK. New tires,
stereo, battery, $1,500. Call 82658
Katie.
for ,
06ask

Place ads at

LAPTOP: COMPAQ

PERSONALS

University
Ticket Office,
Nelson Hall
East. Rates
are $5/25
words.
Student

i

VOTE ROB WADE FOR JUDGE
NOVEMBER 5.
LONELYAS PR COORDINATOR
releases, and generally influencing
student opinion. Seeks motivated,
creative coordinator for same. $600

if YOU NEED TO SELL
‘SOMETHING FAST OR JUST
LOOKING FOR THE RIGHT
PERSON TO FILL THAT HARD
TO FILL JOB. PLACE AN AD
IN
THE
LUMBERJACK

stipend. 826-4221.

FOR

discount: just
$2.Deadline:
Fri. before the
next issue
826-3259

RENT

CLASSIFIEDS

to

campus

and

public

transportation. Onsite laundry.
Only $375/mo and $750 deposit.
ne
ask for Neil or leave

ENT SPACE ON THIS PAGE
CALL
AN AD

o ae

offerings advertised.

aa

HOW

PARANORMAL
. Interested in
psychic powers,

TO

PLACE

YOUR

CLASSIFIED

¢ $5 for 25 words. Student discount (just $2 for 25 words)

, stamped envelope
to:
Paranormal World, 1560
Hilfiker Dr., Arcata, CA 95521.

° Deadline: 4 p.m. on the Friday before Wednesday publication

§26-3259
i
i
i
i
i
Keep
a

>

SUBSCRIPTION

(206) 971-3620 ext. N60474.

SKI RESORTS

HIRING—Ski

>
SRO

ee
~<
-

ss

(and
a

us)

to

Lumberjack
$7/semester,

benefits + bonuses! Call:
Excellent

$12/year

ivese
City, State,

SPP

wt

them thinking of you
all year long with

we
ee

ws

AS

,

Ae

WORK IN THE OUTDOORS—
National Parks, Forests, Wildlife
Preserves, &Concessionaires are
now hiring seasonal workers.

AD

¢ Place ads at University Ticket Office, Nelson Hail East

expernence
la

SO YOU'LL SEE

THIS:

1 BEDROOM, 1 BATH
APT. Close

ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT—Students

necessary. Call (206) 971-3510
ext. A60474.

386 with

canyingcnse anitoppy Bek dive.

i
i
i
i
q
i
i
wall

LIKE ART?
Like Humanities?
Then you'd be perfect! AS has a

cruise

AUTOMOTIVE

WANTED

Ear
up n
to $2,000+/month working

lig

TUNITIES

OPPOR

Mail to:
Humboldt

21°

The
State

Lumberjack,

no

ESCORT

Nelson

University,

SERVICE

Arcata,

oi:

Hall

East

CA

95521

6,

————
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the door. 923-DOWN.
o Turtle Island String
will be at the Van Duzer
Saturday at 8 p.m. The group's
musical style combines jazz, clasrock, blues and
sical, bluegrass,

$16 general, $12
R&B. Ticketsare
students and seniors. 826-3928.

¢ The HSU music
Artist
presents a 1996-97
Series concert featuring “Roman-

marOOS4r

tic Nar

Saturday at

On Stage

have an Open House, Friday from

“Inherit

the

Wind,” a play based

on the 1920s Scopes
trial, will be at the

NCRT.
¢ “Roofers,”

and seniors. 826-3531.

who think they know

tory Theatre, Friday
Oct. 19. 442-

a

comedyof two friends

¢ Deep Forest Pizza will host
the Alex Trio
and Fat
Sack on
. 668-5933.
¢ Hefe’s hosts Slo Burn Friday
and Counter Point on Saturday.

¢ Homecoming
Dance
Oct. 6at9 p.m.

the Kate
25 int.
¢ Town Hall Meeting Sep
Room from 3-4:30 p.m. for an open
Buchannan
Sunday, 1-7 p.m. for the
¢ I Block Beneonfit
music,
Livect.
Arcata/Camoapa Sister City Proje
are
Tickets
activities.
food and drink and children’s

each other, will be at

e The or

442-0278.
- @ Poetry Jam at the Humboldt

Readers pro-

Bay Coffee
Co. Thureday, 7:30-

Feshments,6:15-6‘pm vi
rine

fom

10 p.m. $2, $1 for poets reading.
442-6035.
© CenterArts presents its Fall
Crafts Fair, the week of Sept. 30Oct. 4 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily
on the Quad. The fair will feature
arts and crafts, a variety of foods
and live entertainment.
a preneeranenem s Ogee
Mike Poetry Night, Tuesdayat
8:30 p.m. $1 cover charge. 8224766.
© On the Quad there will be a

:45-7:45
5-75 p.< ve

presents

Majors Fair Oct. 3 from 1 1-noon.

at 6 5 me. in the Goose

; >

2

JEEP

Japanese sre
Valve Adjustment Special
4 Cylinders

@
MASBDASTOYOTA

Leama

eee

eeeees=

J

day

Who’s Whe at HSU,

Valve Cover Gasket Included

$3495
Higher
Some Models Slightly

AUTOMOTIVE
70
37
282
513
Jj Street,

Exp. 10-2

Zea
Loaner

Arcata

Ess

paTeun

ee

Sees

=

=>

Bikes

susan

Available

“Endings and Beginings (and
everything in between),” for
single or married men and women
starting Oct. 9 from 3-4:30 p.m. A

pre-interview appointment is

Money helps support

Town Hall
Meetings

vote.

Workshops
Lost in

223, starting
Oct. 8 from 4-5 p.m.
with David McMurray. 826$236.
¢ Relationships workshop,

Band. Tickets are $3
for HSU students and
$5 for all others.
the 1997 Arts and
Music Festival.
¢ Oct. 8is the deadline to register to

$3 adults and $1, 12 and under.

Desert,” begins Sunday at the
Storefront Gallery in Arcata.

Room

with the HSU Calypso

to a trimester format.

will be music and food. 826-3367.
e Mary Donald’s art exhibition, “Hybrids in an Oceanic

Kate

the
[J inBuchannan

proposal to change HSU
forum on administration's

443-4333.

e The
pie
em
will
be in
Oct. 4 at 8
On. ta 8 pa Ti pou wl
Schubert and
Tickets are $15 general, $10 students
and seniors. 826-3928.

at the Counseling and Psyical Services Group, room

8981.

822-4766.

822-5493.

belive music, fashion show, adaily

4 p.m. in Gist Hall 2. Explores
the
struggle of men fighting to hang on
to their dominant position in the
world. Free.
¢ The Humboldt Hemp Fest
‘96 Harvest Party happens in
Arcata at Redwood
Park on Oct.
5 from 11 a.m.-6
p.m. There will
Hemp Demonstration
Pavilion and lots of
hemp products. 445-

Gist Hall, Thursday
oa
Saturday. Tickets are
$2. 30 for students
ae seniors free. 826-5493.

theCam

pus Center
priate Techcame from 5 to 7 in the
Buck House. 826-3551.
» Arcata’s
Master Composters
have a composting workshop Saturday, 2-3:30 p.m. at the dias
Educational Farm on Old Arcata
Road. 822-8184.
¢ Stress and relaxation work-

through Oct. 12. 443$724.
e

sponsored

directed by Patrick Spike, Oct. 4 at

Hudson Plumb, will
be at the World Premiere
Theatre,

and Dvorak will be performed.
Tickets are $5 general, $2 students

Pub and Eatery
se Good Company, Saturday.

i

e “Salmon Return,” a play by

North Coast Reper-

¢ Cafe Mokka hosts Good
Company, Friday at 8:30 p.m.
822-2228.
aya
¢ Jambal
hosts Night
Train,
Friday and
and Preston
Craig and Blue Job, Sunday.
Shows begin at 9 p.m. and cover

entry

p.m. at House 55 on the

7:45 p.m. in Fulkerson Recital
Hall. Works by Brahms,

nn,
noff
Schuma
Liszt, Rachmani

e “The Direction of Valued
Conversation,” written by Darren
C. Sullivan
and directed by Buffy
Redsecker
in Gist Hall 2, Friday

—-

? Internet

drop-ins every Thursday noon-!
saridiationene Hall 1 18Computer Lab and electronic tutorials every Monday 8:30-9 a.m. with

Martha Johansen; meet at the Li-

brary Information desk or every
Thursday 4-5 p.m. with Sharon

Chadwick in Library 207.

necessary. 826-3236.

¢ Humboldt Board of Supervisors meeting Tuesday at 9 a.m.
at 825 Fifth Se. Eureka. 445-7509.
¢ Blue Lake City Council
meeting Tuesdayat 7:30 p.m. at 111
Greenwood Rd. A joint meeting
ofthe City Planning Commission

and the City Council will be held.
668-5655.
e Eureka City Council meeting

Tuesday
at 7:30 p.m.
at 531 K St.
e Arcata
City Council meeting
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the

renee

er:

ee

GU0E

vance tickets are $19 and $20 at

written
by David Ivesand

Hall. 825-7801.

est. Money goes to
and
Lesbian Community Caos
There will be live music, special
surprises
and a raffle. Tickets are
$5 in advance and $7 at the door.

¢ Herbal Tincture making

i

Rates

@

Goodie Meb will be at the Mateel
Community Center tonight at
5:30 for an AIDS benefit. Ad-

e “Foreplay,
or the Act of the

eVery —

NVSSIN

e Fishbone, De La Soul and

and Gold Room at Founders

oe

ePacking Boxes and
Shipping Supplies

s94€0¢d@

Music

—S.

swe 39
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eFriendly Staff

eSqeaky Clean
-

eControlled Access

eEvery Space Alarmed

180 F Street ° Arcata ¢ CA

|

822-2200

(800) 655-0522
PT

NT

4
elas went

COLONY INN

*@

APARTMENTS
455 Union Street, Arcata

(707) 822-1909
$250 - 270/Month
Affordable Living With No Hidden Costs

AMENITIES
¢ PRIVATE ENTRANCE UNITS

¢ Personal computer lab

e FREE UTILITIES

° Quiet, studious atmosphere

e FREE AMPLE PARKING
¢ BUS STOP TO HSU

¢ Compatible lifestyle matching
¢ CableTV Available

+ Laundry facilities

LLL

Fax (707) 826-9203

INCLUDING HOLIDAYS

been

Sun - Thurs: noon to 11 em.

Fri & Sat: noon fo 1 am

CORNER

Sth &

J,

ARCATA
%

ene

® CALL

822-2225

FOR
'

KESCKVATIONS

